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First Cltristian Clunch, Breckenridge, Texw August, 1926

For Permanent and colorful Exteriors

-Briclc's the Thing
"f ilis s1;lcn<licl crlilicc is i:tcetl 'rvitl.r orrr -\cme \\reatherproof
l;acc l3rick, sclr:ctcci lr_r. ;\rchitect ar.rcl a1-lPrr_,t.ecl lty the Builct-
ing ( ,,tnntitlcc It,r' ct.,1or', textrrre anrl mlalitability. ff"it""t -

irrg i",l<l ivor-r' ttttrcs urairrtain the ;rtur<.rslrhcic of tlie ;rrcSitect'r
<lc-sigll. '11 \\'c sPeciall-r'ttuLtruiacttrre, cuircct tints ancl textures
-u'eathcrlr-,.,of rltralit-r---ir.,r. lIi,ssion. It:r.lian, S1:anish;rtrcl Co-
relatecl -'\rclritcctttt-tl 1'-r-1ics. \\'r'ite ior our eiglit-yrage folcle.cntitlerl "i'et'tnat.rcnt airil ( olorirrl Iixterir.rrs.i" ,11'LlIe, lx-ick,tltc r-nlrtcri;tl t. r-t.r-l;Lstiril,.

Planlg-Qla,.6ed and
Operated

Bennetts and Denton-
T e x a s; Clevelanri-()klahoma (iitv a..i
1'ulsa, Oklahoma,
Fmt Smith, Little
Rock, IIalvern, Perla,
and Pine Bluff Ar-

kansas.

Acme Brick Company

@

Il.Ianufacturer.s of ths Products a,r Sell

OFFICES AND DISPLAY ROOMS:
Abllana, Teras
AD&llb. fieras
BeauE0nt, ?ers!
eorilcsnt. Teras

Dallaa, Terr:
trerrl8, Texei
folt Smith. Ark
l'ort $'or!h.'Ier;s

C_rlirston, Tesa! lteroDhti, Tenn_
;Iousaon, T€rai Ser Orteani. Ix.Irrke Chrrles, I4. OlUfroni Ctty,-&U.Li[le Rock, Ark. port erthui, feiai

Sau Antonlo, Tatsr
Shra?6$0rt,. Ir.
nrlss, otlr.
Itraco, Tesas
$'lchlta fius. TorEt
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First Christian Chwch, Breckenridge, Tiras May 15 , 2016

For Permanent and Colorful Exteriors

-Briclc's "Still" the Thing
Breckenridge's First Christian Church has been protected by an Acme Brick

exterior for 90 years. In t976 rhe church's building committee and architecr

Clyde Woodruff chose genuine Acme Brick to keep their new church

"everlastingly beautiful" and maintenance free. Not only have these brick
retained their rich color, but thanks to natural weathering, they are even lovelier today

than the day the comerstone was laid.

Like First Christian Church, many thousands of Texas commercial and civic structures,

including most major universities, have been built using Acme Brick over the last 125 years.

These stnrctures continue to withstand the test of time, decade after decade - beautifully.

For your next project, consider the lasting beauty, design flexibility and hard-fired

integrity of Acme Brick. For the Acme office or disributor nearest you please visit brick.com.

AC]UlE
BRrCl(

From the Earth, For the Earth"'
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Milgard Style Line@ Series. More Glass, Less Frame.

Style Line@ Series vinyl windows are crafted with narrow frames to allow for more visible

glass area. The slim-profile design minimizes obstructed view between two windows,

making Style Line Series a great choice to use in combinations that reflect a sleek,

contemporary look. Frames are available in a multitude of neutral colors to blend with

softer tones. Milgard Style Line vinyl windows and doors are made in Texas and backed
by a Full Lifetime Warranty with local support you can count on.

Call 817.525.2606 or visit milgard.com/professionals/architects CA4d/* lat
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Borderlines

by Aaron Seward

The view from the pool terrace was breathtaking,

a sweeping vista that took in Texas, New Mexico,

and Mexico all Chihuahuan Desert, as far as

the eye was concerned. At its center, but far below

our elevation, was Mount Cristo Rey, which
seemed to be no place at all. The limestone statue

of Christ the King at its peak which attacted
pilgrims lrom both sides of the national border,
and bandits turned his hands down in benedic-

tion on all sinners who approached.

It wasJack Murphy, Assoc. AIA, who got us

into the Franklin Mountain House, and onto

its pool terrace. He met the architects, Hazel-
baker Rush, while writing about the project
for the magaztne (TA, May{une 2016). They
had connected him with the owners, who were

only too glad to invite the entirety olthe TxA
Publication Committee over for sundowners

and to tour the house, which impressed on the

level of design as well as craftsmanship. As

far as any of us knew, it was the only example

of recently completed, CIass-A contemporary
architecture in El Paso. The neighborhood
itself, in spite ofits gorgeous site high on the

slope ol the Franklin Mountains, left much to

be desired. Developed primarily with oversized,

stucco McMansions, it had no sidewalks; no

inlrastructure whatsoever for the fostering of
community; no public space. The neighbors,

the owners confided, were not very friendly, so

maybe its not a bad thing that the house turns
a blind, stone wall to the development, open-
ing itself up instead to the park preserve to the

southeast and the vista.

Downtown El Paso was another matter
entirely. Having missed the brunt of the post-
war boom that transformed cities like Houston
and Dallas into epitomes of urban sprawl, it
still has an intact urban core , complete with
most of its early 2Oth century building stock.
The city is now reinvesting in its public spaces

(page 36) and is even putting in a trolley

system. While the inner city still has some way

to go before it could properly be called "rein-
vigorated," it's showing real urban ambition. A
trap music festival in SanJacinto Plaza while
we were there gave an impression of the sort
oflively buzz that could exist in the district
throughout the week, ilall of its dormant
buildings were refurbished and filled.

A wee k later, I found myself on anothe r part
of the border, driving across a flat savannah

of resacas and mesquite thickets as I traveled

from Brownsville to South Padre Island for
the Lower Rio Grande Valley AIAs Building
Community Conference. If El Paso is an urban
comer, South Padre doesn't even have that
word in its vocabulary. The most built-up part
of the Texas Gulf Coast, this agglomeration of
hotels and beach condos - each an island unto
itselll almost none of which existed before the

1970s - offers little in the way ofarchitectural
interest or civic connectivity.

Glimmers of both, however, were to be found

in other parts of the Valley. An architectural
tour of McAllen led by historian Stephen Fox

revealed a wealth of early- and mid-20th century
residences by such Texas luminaries as O'Neil
Ford, FAIA; Kenneth Bentsen, FAIA; and

Richard Colley, AIA, that exhibited creative

responses to the geography and climate. We even

saw a promising contemporary house by young

local firm Orange Made. When I told firm co-

founder Erick Diaz, Assoc. AIA, how pleased I
was to see such work being done in the Valley, he

said, "We're trying!" (For a full write-up of the

tour, go to txamagaaine.0rg.) On another night, I
attended an artwalk in downtown Harlingen -
a sliver of urban fabric with a lot of charm, and a

community set on keeping it alive.

These were by lar the exceptions among

the examples of the Valley's built environment
we saw, which, especially in its current wave

of development, is overwhelmingly banal and
suburban. One local architect put the problem

to me succinctly: "Most of our clients tell us they
don't want design in their projects. They point
to a building and say, 'give me that.' We have to
sneak design into our buildings."

7t/t2 20L6 Texas Architect 7



Contrihutors

JI

,,is
an architect with
CONTENT Archi-
tecture in Houston.

He sen'es as a board

director oIAIA
Houston and member

olthe TxA Publica-

tion Committee. He

is also an adjunct

facultv member of the

Universit,v of Houston.

He covered the open-

ing of the Susie Morris
Lounge at Rice by
DS+R on page 11.

- ls an

Austin-based reporter

and staffwriter at the

Texas Observer, where

he cor.ers crime and

education. He is also

a regular contributor
to 71. Read his profile

on affordable housing

advocate.fohn Henne-

berger on page 83.

is an architect
and author lir.ing in
San Antonio. He also

produces a monthly
podcast about the

built environment
called "The Works."

A chance conversation

with a friend, Michael
Kriegshauser, led him
to produce an episode

about the architecture

of Whataburger. A
condensed version of
that story is appears

on page 96.

is a Houston-based
journalist and an

architectural designer

at studioMET. She is

a board member and

program chair ofthe
Rice Design Alliance
and is active in the

AIA Houston chapter.

She graduated u,ith a
M.Arch from Rice and

received her B.A. from
Trinity University in
San Antonio. See her

article about Houston's

Buffalo Bayou Park on

page 44.

works

with Baldridge
Architects in Austin.
He engages the built
environment on a

critical level and finds

beauty in the honest

and unexpected, and

often finds himself
submerged in musi-

cal endeavors with
The Town Planners,

and architectural
and graphic design

research under The
Planning Agency.

Read his article on

Dallas Fire Station 27

by Perkins+Will on

page 58.

ls

a principal at Malone
Maxwell Borson

Architects in Dallas

and chair of TxA's

Publication Commit-
tee. Read her article
on Elliott f Associate's

ImageNet renovation

on paee 72.

is a principal
and owner of NINE-
DEGREES, an

architectural design

firm in El Paso and

New Mexico. A part
time writer, teacher,

and photographer,

he spends most of
his time working on

projects for the various

academic institutions
in the region. A past

contributing editor for
Zl, he continues to

marvel at the simple

aspect ofliving in the

Chihuahuan Desert

irr a last grolving
binational city. He is

currently working on

a book on the mid-
century architects that
helped shape El Paso

architecture in the

1960s. Read his article
on recent develop-

ments in that city on

page 36.

i , is a designer with
Baldridge Archi-
tects in Austin and a

regular contributor to

TA. For this issue, he

sat down with Mell
Lawrence, FAIA, to

ponder the Heron
Creek Restrooms

(page 64).

15 an

architect and writer in
Houston. In this issue,

he writes about the

Midtown Arts & The-
ater Center Houston

(page 52).
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The Old Main building, thefirst permanent structure 0n

The Unioersitl of Texas at Austin campus, uas complet-

ed in 1899, 161ears qfter classes first began. A Victorian

Gothic masterpiece inyllow brick, the building housed

sereral dffirent academicfacilities. Thefirst subject to

be moaed out of the palatial Old Main uas chemistry,

as thefumesJrom the labs and dangerous chemicals uere

a cause;for concern. A chemistry building uas built next

door and was soonfolloued fu, an engineering buiLd-

ing. The engineering building still stands todalt, with

the distinction of being the oldest building on campus.

As the campus began lo grou up around Old Main, it
soon bemme clear that thefaciLitl uas nlt t0 last. Due

to structural problems, the building\ auditorium was

condemned in 1914. The whole building uas torn down

piece b2 piece, until eaentua$t it was rapd entirefu in

1935. The Touer, uthich wasfinished in 1937, replaud

Old Main as the sltmbol at the heart of UT Austin.

This is the card I spoke to you about. I hope you

can use it and someone else might like to see it.
God Bless.

Robert Burnann
Bradenton, Fla.

Thefollowing czmment was left on txamagaline.org

in response to the article "Texas Arcltitect Through

Its Coaers."

ln 1959, I was at Texas Tech College of Archi-
tecture. I do not remember the first time I was

introduced to Tixas Architect,b:ut feel sure it was

at Tech. This prompted a few of us to make a

pilgrimage to Austin for board meetings, the
annual meeting, etc., meeting architects and
students from other universities. Little did
we know, many of the people we met would
become leaders of the Society, locally and at
the state level.

I served on the TxA board for a number
ofyears, first as a chapter rep and later as

an officer of the board. These were the most

valuable years ofmy career. IJpon opening
my office in the eariy 1970s, I found out how

vaiuable those early contacts I made with other
architects around the state were. Every major
decision I made regarding the estabiishment of
my firm was confirmed or chansed by architects
I had met through TxA/AIA. Needless to say, I
required every employee tojoin the local chap-
ter, encouraging extending to state.

As the years went by, Suzanne and I enjoyed the

annual meetings) state and national, visiting with
these colleagues, watching their famiiies grow, with
the good, the bad, and the ugly due to the ups and

downs of the practice of architecture. But no matter

how bad the practice became, the good outweighed

it, to the point of the lows never coming to mind in
thinking about my years ofpractice.

Jarnes R. Wooten, FAIA
Fort Worth

Thefollouing comment uas left on txamagaline.org in

response to the article "The Vanishing Sanger-Harris

Mosaics," whiclt appeared in the September/October

2016 issue of TA.

My father in law, Manlio D. Cavallini, and I were
just talking about this project a few days ago. He

and his brother, Publio Cavallini (now deceased),

were heavily involved in this project. They fur-
nished and assembled all of the mosaics to form
the design by Dallas architect Thomas Stanley.

This was the largest mosaic project they had

ever worked on. Publio Cavallini, under Trafton
Tile Co., then supervised the installation of
this project. It was so coincidental reading your
article, I just had to share this story with you. My
father-in-iaw will be attending the conference

with us in November, booth number 503. Please

stop by and say hi!
Debra Cavallini
San Antonio

L1./72 201.6 TexasArchitect 9
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Tbxas Architect's
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You'll find back issues of the
magazine, exclusive online content,
and the Texas Architect blog.

Visit lexas Architect's new home on
the web, txamagazine.org.

DALLAS hiUSEUM OF ABT. DALLAS, TEXAS
Landscape Architecture and Urban Design

214 954 7160
www.studiooutside.us
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Of' Notc.

Rice University Opens DS+R-Designed
Sl and Susie Morris Lounge

Diller Scofidio f Renfro (DS+R) has finally
landed at Rice University. Like the flying
saucer it vaguely resembles, the new student

lounge at the Rice School of Architecture,
dubbed the "raceboard" by its designers, is

highly specific yet virtually siteless. Installed
around a beautiful oak tree, this semi-mono-

coque fibergiass-and-foam bench lightly touches

the ground at only four steel points, and gives

the sense it would float away if not pinned to
the site by the tree . The tree was the point of
inspiration for the designer, who acted pro
bono: Charles Renfro, AIA, of New York-based

firm DS+R fondly remembered how theJames

Stirling addition to the architecture school

established a courtyard around this stately tree,

that remained under utilized by the students

during his time at Rice. He hopes to change

this with the SI and Susie Morris Lounge.

Renfro, a native of Baytown, started his

studies in the Shepherd School of Music before

transferring to architecture. One can only
imagine the excitement, then disappointment,

that ensued when DS+R was hired to design the

new music building, only to be replaced by a tra-
ditionalist firm shortly into the commission. An
official statement was released to Texas Architect:

DS*R successfully completed the program-
ming and planning stage of Rice Univer-
sity's new music building. During this phase

ofthe project, the University decided to

pursue a traditional design in keeping with
its central academic group ofbuildings. For

its subsequent schematic and design stages

of the new building, DS+R determined

that other firms would be better qualified
to satisfy this requirement. The University
and DS+R parted ways amicably and hope

to work together again on a future project.

Allan Greenberg Architect has been engaged

lor the subsequent design phases ofthe new

music building.

The Morris Lounge isn't meant to be a conso-

lation prize; the commission was independent
and shepherded by the inimitable Dean Sarah
Whiting, Assoc. AIA. Renfro states that the

piece is about a "beautiful kinship" between
form and function, as he would similarly
characterize the firm's oeuvre. Undoubtedly
it speaks to recent innovations in fabrication
and construction, which were handled in
collaboration with Atta in New York before

on-site assembly. The form is compelling,
sexy, and unforgiving, more assertive than
the effete label given by Renfro on the day of
its unveiling.

The bench is meant to encourage an

entire class of 24 to congregate though
clearly they would not all be in conversa-

tion, as some would be upright and others in
repose. Accommodating sitting and lounging
positions, the bench welcomes a multiplicity
ofcentrifugal bodies with backs to the oak

that it encircles. Reclining, the occupant is

cradled in the quietest corner ofthe court-
yard, the sky passing above the very present
RSA, a reminder of the Greek origin of the

word "school," transliterated schole, which
means leisure. The nature of the piece seems

to have mostly to do with individual occu-
pation and diverging views, and it is not
conducive to lectures. Renfro himself stated

that it is really for people to find their "own
space, own thought, and own direction" in
the courtyard. He went on to say that people

are "not quite sure how to use it yet."
He tentatively offers that perhaps DS+R's
heretofore-chilly reception in Texas is exacer-

bated by suspicions that the firm might tend
to challenge the status quo and pursue an
idea over poetics. But if DS+R's approach has

been difficult for Houston so far, it may soon
find a welcoming elsewhere in the state.

Jesse Hager, AlA, is a principal of CONTENT Architec-

ture in Houston.

DS+R principal Charles

Rerlfro, AIA, and Rice

President Daaid Leebron

enjol't a moment of repose

at the opening ceremonl of
the SI and Susie Morris

Lounge.
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Richter Architects Unveils Visitor Genter
for Manila American Cemetery

The Manila American Cemetery and Memo-
rial (MACM) in the Philippines is building
a new visitor center designed by Richter
Architects of Corpus Christi. The U.S. Com-
mission of Fine Arts has approved the design,

though a completion date had not been set at

press time.
MACM is the United States'largest

graveyard for its soldiers who fell in World
War II. Occupying 152 acres on a plateau

near the center of Manila, the former site of
Fort William McKinley, it is the final resting
place of 17,201 souls - American military
and allied Fiiipino scouts most of whom lost

their lives in operations in New Guinea and

the Philippines. The headstones are arrayed
in 11 plots laid out in a semi-circular plan and

interspersed with a wide variety of tropical
plantings. At the center of the circle is a white
masonry chapel adorned with sculptures. In
front ofthis building, on a wide terrace, are

two hemicycles containing 25 mosaic maps

that depict the achievements of the American

armed forces in the Pacific, China, India,
and Burma. Within the hemicycles are Trani
limestone piers inscribed with the names of the

36,285 Americans who went missing in this
theater ofthe war.

"When you visit the site it is just so srun-

ning," says Elizabeth Chu Richter, FAIA.
"When you go there and you see all the marble
crosses that are lined in that semi-circular
configuration, and you walk down the path,
you're overwhelmed by the magnitude of loss

and you start thinking about who were these

people and what they gave up."
The American Battle Monuments Commis-

sion, which oversees MACM, hired Richter
Architects from a short list of three invited
firms, on the strength of its proposal. Richter
has completed a number of other visitor centers,

including several for TxDOT and the Texas

Historical Commission, and designed the
National Museum of the Pacific War in Fred-

ericksburg. The Commission wanted a space

to more explicitly tell the story of America's

involvement in the Pacific theater of World War
II in general, and in the Battle for the Philip-
pines in particular.

The new risitor center

(bottom right) will tuck

resputJulll into a groue of
tre e s j u s t dow nhi ll fr o m

the existing monument.

Richter's proposal is minimal and respectful

ofthe context. Sited in a grove oftreesjust down

the slope from the memorial, its low profile does

not obstruct the view FIat slab concrete floors

and roofs and steel framing keep the structure

as transparent and unobtrusive as possible.

Expanses ofglass connect the interior with the

surrounding landscape, and elements of lime-
stone on the facade reference the existing monu-

ment and gravestones. The 8,000-sf building
includes exhibition space, a 50-seat theater, an

office and reception area, and support functions.

"There are lots of subliminal messages

conveyed by the cemetery," says David Richter,
FAIA. "It's such a contrapposto to the urban
environment around it. The visitors center is

trying to put more explicit messages out there
in addition to these subliminal messages so that
somebody can walk away with a really clear

sense of historical context."
The exhibition design is part of Richter's

contract, and the firm has teamed with D lG
Studio of Houston, which it worked with on

the Museum of the Pacific War.
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Legge Lewis Legge Designs an Uplifting
Observation Park for San Diego

San Diego, California, is one of the few cities
in the United States that has an international
airport at its urban core. When the city released

an RFQlooking to create a small park at the
end of one runway, close to downtown, Legge
Lewis Legge rose to the challenge. The park,
which sits at the confluence ofdifferent modes

ofpublic transportation, is a balance ofarchi-
tecture and public art installation.

Situated a block and a halffrom a trol-
ley car station, the half-acre park serves as a

gateway to the airport. "The park is the entry
portal if you're coming by public transit, so it
becomes this interesting multi-modal experi-
ence where you're coming by train and seeing
planes take offand catching the bus to the
airport," describes Murray Legge, FAIA.

Legge Lewis Legge, an interdisciplinary
collaborative based in Austin and New York
City that focuses on art and architecture,
responded to the shape ofthe site in develop-
ing its design: The observation deck took the
lorm ofa wing rising above the ground. Since

airports are usually surrounded by fences and

barbed wire, there is often a physical barrier to
watching the plane s take off and land. By lift-
ing the observation deck, those obstacles are
removed. "On a practical level, it gets you off
the ground to see the planes, but in the piece
itself, we wanted to create this heightened

spatial experience of lifting offthe ground,"
Legge says. The design was inspired by the
sensation of lift-off, that first moment when an

airplane is charging down the runway and the
wheels leave the ground. Legge approached

the design as an earthworks project.
One of the primary components is a canti-

levered concrete arm that tapers to a blade-
like edge. Hovering over the sidewalk, it lifts
visitors high into the air. This presented some

engineering challenges, as it is located on an
old fill site . "The engineering team came up
with this ingenious solution to create a back
slab held by the earth," Legge says. "There is

a kind ofcontrast in the project between the

concrete overhang ofthe structure and the
earthbound landscape components."

Thornton Tomasetti provided structural
engineering services, and Atkins is the civil

engineer. Landscape architect Patricia Trauth,
from Rick Engineering, filled in the site with
native coastal plantings. BSE Engineering
developed a lighting scheme that washes the
park's surfaces as opposed to shining in visi-
tors' eyes, keeping the view ofthejets on their
landing and takeoffruns clear at night.

The design was inspired by the San Diego envi-
ronment as much as by the nature of flight. Since

the city is a surfing town, there are subtle allusions

to hydrodynamics in the earthwork forms.

By making an effort to incorporate its
airport into the urban fabric, San Diego is

taking a step that few cities have. According to
Legge, "It's really progressive on the part ofthis
airport authority to think ofthe space around
the airport as this exhilarating space." The city
is taking advantage ofpeople's inherent interest
in the awe and wonder offlight and creating a
park for people to have those experiences. The
park, opening in summer 2017, is just one part
of a master plan to create more of a connection
between the city and the airport, integrating
transportation seamlessly into San Diego's core.

Alyssa Morris is web editor of Texas Architect.

The obseruation deck

risufrom the ground in a

s u o o ping ge s ture, llfting
people aboae thefenees and

barbed wire that obscure

the rieu of the airport.
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Q&A with Nick Srnicek

Nick Srnicek is a UK-based theorist and

co-author, with Alex Williams, olthe book

"Inventing the Future: Postcapitalism and a

World Without Work" (Verso 2015). The book

is at once a critique of recent Ieftist movements,

such as Occupy Wall Street, and an imagining of
a near future in which robots do almost all jobs,

the changes this will force on the labor market,

and the ways in which the economy and culture
could adapt to ensure notjust a lunctioning
society, but an ideal one that offers more oppor-

tunities for individual happiness than does our
current condition.

The architecture world has picked up on

many of these ideas, and as a result, the Texas

A&M School of Architecture invited Srnicek

to lecture on September 19, making A&M the

first American university to host the theorist.

Texas Architect Editor Aaron Seward interviewed

Srnicek before the event about some ofhis ideas

and how they relate to architecture.

Aaron Seward: Do you have an elevator
speech ofthe therne ofyour book?

Nick Srnicek: The first half is a critique of
the way in which leftist movements have been

acting for the past 20 years. Why - despite

millions of people coming out for things like
Occupy - have they not been able to make

any massive changes? The second half of the

book then says: Right now we're in a situa-

tion where there's a mass wave of automation

that's about to hit; it's going to upset the labor

market; it might not lead to mass unemploy-
ment, but it is going to cause a lot of people

changingjobs. So how do you respond to that
in a way that doesn't just say we don't want
robots, but instead says: Well, how do we actu-
ally make use of these changes in a way that
helps evervbody? So that's the aim ofthe book:

to say, well, here's what we can do, here's the

demands, and here's the strategy for actually
attaining it.

And the dernands are frorn leftist social
ideas?
They're sort of leftist, but I think a lot of
people can get on board with them whether
or not they're leftist. One is a demand for full
automation, getting rid of the jobs right now

that are cheap to do, having them automated.

The second demand is lor a reduced n'orking

week as a way to spread the work around more

equitably. The third demand is a universal basic

income - so, providing everyone with basic

means to live, where they don't have to rely
upon ajob in order to survive. And the fourth

[demand involves] moving away lrom the work
ethic toward something else. So, [diminishing]
the centrality of work to our identity, to who

we think we are, to the ways in which we meet

people and socialize, fmight reduce] the sense

that the only thing that's valuable in life is a job

- ifyou're not working at a particularjob then

you're useless, vou're a bum - moving away

from that cultural sentiment.

Do you think that technology is going to
be a rneans ofeffecting a cultural change
that ideology itselfhas never been able to
accornplish?
No. I think technolog,v is going to force certain
changes on people and the r'vay in which rve

respond is entirely up in the air. It could be

done in that way. which is more progressive

and allow,s e'r,er_vbody'to come on board. It
could also be a rvay in r,vhich the fewer people

who are still in work hate the people who
aren't working even more. So the same techno-
logical changes could lead to completely differ-
ent outcomes. This is why it has to be a critical

project, and this is why we have to be thinking
about it now rather than l0 to 20 years down
the line when it's too late.

In a world where aknost everything is
autornated, there's a lower dernand for
a workforce, yet we have an increasing
population. As you say, we have to break
down our cultural dependence on work
to give ourselves identity and self worth,
but what do people do?
Part of my response to this is al$/ays to say

people rvant to do something, they u,ant to have

some sort of project in their lile. I thinkjust
channeling that into jobs is a really poor way to

express that desire. So people stocking shelves in
a grocerv store is not a very good way to satisly

that desire to work. I think most people wouid
find something that they want to do. There's a

reallv interesting example in Spain where a civil
servant basically [expletive] off for six,vears,

wasn't doing any work whatsoever and was still
getting paid. but what he was doing was actu-

allv going back and educating himself. He rvas

reading Hegel and ali this philosophy, Spinoza

and stuff, and becoming a philosophical expert

in his spare time. That seems to me to be one of
the options, [that] people har-e the capacity to

go and do their hobby and go and get educated.
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They can stay at home and take care of a family,
whether it be young children or elderly parents;

they could start a new business; they can do all
sorts ofthings, and I thinkjust giving people a
basic amount of monev rvhere they can survir,'e

allows them more lree time to have that choice .

It's not going to be luxurious; it's not going to be

vou on holidays all the time, but it is enough that
you don't have to worry about working ajob.

This is where architecture, I think,
comes in. You have to design a world
that's affordable, that can provide decent
housing for people who aren't spending
gobs ofrnoney on custorn hornes.
I don't knol-hou 3-D printing has bcen taken

trp in thc architccture n'orld. but it scerns to me

there h:rve been some intcresting devclopments
therc in terms o1'the provision of c heap housing,

and hoLrsing thar can be rapidlr-built. I don't
think it's there at the morlcnt. but thc idea is

there to be able to clo that st.rrt olthing.

The architectural design field has been
enabled rnore and rnore by technology

- design technology as well as fabrica-
tion technology 

- and the link between
design and fabrication has becorne
alrnost searnless. But design itselfis still
sornething that people do. In this new
world, as you irnagine it, sorne people
will still be doing irnaginative jobs, like
architecture, right?
It's not a u'orld rrithout rvork. f'he title includes
'A \Vorld \Vithout \Vork" it's a bit polemical

but obviouslv people l ill still bc doing rvork.

A lot olcreatir-e 'rr,ork is r-rot rvell donc by algo-
rithms. \Iachines can't do that sort olstuff, so r,ve

still havc a role Ibr humans there. \\'e also ha','c a

role for humans in situatiorrs that irn'olr.e a lot of
social context, social cues that can't be picked up

bv machines. So care u.ork is a major one herc,

rnork that requires a lot ol'cmotional labor. This
involves a lot olhealthcarc *'ork. a lot ofsocial
care uork. That stufI, r-ou're still going to need

peoplc to do it. 'l'he idea is that people don't have

to l'ork {0 hours a l'eck: thcv don't have to rvork

fir'c dar s a rreck. .\s a fir.t stcp. ollr suggestior)

is molins to a three-dav weekend. 'Ihis has not
onlr'phvsical and mental health be nefits; it alscr

has environmental benchts. Peoplc are commllt-
ing back and forth to work clne less day a weck;

ther''re not turning on office lights and thines
like rhis. So tlrc anrount of enrrgy c(|nsumpti(,n

that can be saved bv taking off one dav a u,eck is

quite immense. But they will still be working 15

hours a week, 20 hours a week. So work doesn't

disappear completely.

How do your ideas tie in with general
accelerationist philosophy?
Accelerationism is, I would say, the idea that the
*'av in rvhich we want to solve the problems of
capitalism is not to destroy capitalism, but instead

to build upon the best elements of capitalism. It's a
traditional Nlarxist idea. NIarx thought capitalism
did immer.rsely great things. He thought it had
increased the productive power ofhumankind
to an unprecedented degree, and that's exactly

what we think as well. We think that capitalism
has enabled us to build machines that need very
ferv humans to produce a whole lot of stuff. So

we have all this productive power; the question

is, do rve destroy capitalism entirely, or do rve use

these material bases to build something else? So

accelerationism is that idea that we go through
capitalism rather than try to re\.ert to something

different. That means it sees the positive elements

oftechnology. It also recognizes that the r,vay

things are headed is not looking very good, to the

average person. We're in favor of an emphasis on

systemic structural thinking about where we're
headed, which at least among the left has been for-

gotten recently. [On the left,] you've got a whole

lot of people talking about individual elements of
our current condition, but not reallv connecting

them all together.

Do you see this new world as one in which
there is more centralized governrnent
control?
One olthe nice things about the post-work

world is it's an argument for gir.ing people more

lree time to chose exactly lvhat they rvant to do

individually. rather than having a governmenr

or a companv telling you what to do. So there's

a libertarian aspect, in that sense, giving people

more individual freedom. It does rely, though,

on a government providing basic needs to exist,

so basic income is the biggest example olthis. It
needs to be provided by something like a central

government that's able to tax the rvealthiest people

and redistribute that money amongst everybody

clse. I see the central government as a platform to
enable individuals to flourish and have lreedom.

How do you effect a change in which the
wealthiest people give up their power?
'fhat's the rnillion doliar question. Part of the

ans\ver has to be that it's a long-term project. L'r

the book, one of the chapters is on how neoliber-

alism arose, this resurgence offree-market think-
ing in the 1970s and onwards. You can trace it
back to the 1930s, when a small group of people

rvas discussing horv to get free-market thinking
back in when you're surrounded by Keynesians

and social democracy. They spent four decades

building up an entire ideological infrastructure:
long-term ideas, big utopian thinking, and also

piecemeal policy proposals for what exactly
should be done by government if they wanted to
implement this stuff. Their idea was to change

the common [perception by] people in govern-
ment, the ruling classes, the managing classes:

change what they thought government was for
and how the state should be ruled. That was a

long-term project, and I think the left has to do

a similar thing, to really get people to rethink
what is work for, what is an income for, what
is the government for, and what is freedom, as

well? I think one of the parts I'm proud about
in the book is that leftists don't normally talk
about freedom. It's normally a concern of the
right to advocate and defend freedom. But the

sort oflreedom that gets defended by the right is

a sort of formal freedom, where you're formally
lree to run for the president of the United States,

you're formally free to buy whatever you want,

but in actuality most people can't buy aman-
sion, most people can't become president of the
United States because they just don't have the
money. So there's this distinction between a

formal freedom, rvhere )'ou're legally allowed to
do something, but then the concrete freedom to
actually do sornething. The right emphasizes the
formal one, and the left should be emphasizing

the concrete, real freedom ofgiving people the
means to be able to do these sorts of things -
not necessarily buy a mansion, but recognize

that wealth inequality and income inequality are

issues of freedom.

Do you see national borders disappearing?
We taik about borders being a way to deal with
the problem of unemployment. If robots are

going to cause more unemployment, or more
under-emplovment, it's likely that we'll get

harsher and harsher borders; we'11 get more
and more xenophobia. So borders fieure as the
negative response to the problems that we're
pointing out. Our preference would be for
open borders. which it turns out mainstream

economists actuallv really like as well, so it's not

a radical idea at all; it's politically radical, but
economicallv mainstream.
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Thursday 3

CONFERENCE

Through Saturday 5

Convergence: Texas

Society of Architects 77th

Annual Convention and

Design Expo, "Conver-

gence"

Henry B. Gonzalez Con-

vention Center

texasarchitects.org

Friday 4
EXHIBITION OPENING

Reclaimed by Nature

Blue Star Contemporary

116 Blue Star

bluestarart.org

LECTURE

Camilla Mileto & Fernando

Vegas, Mileto & Vegas

Arquitectos, Valencia

5:00 p.m.

UT Austin School of

Architecture

Goldsmith Hall

soa.utexas.edu

Saturday 5

EXHIBITION OPENING

Horizon Lines

Amon Carter Museum of

American Art

3501 Camp Bowie Blvd.

cartermuseum.org

Monday 7

LECTURES

Daniel Abramson: Obso-

lescence

5:30 p.m.

Rice School of Architec-

ture

Anderson Hall

arch.rice.edu

Perry Kulper

5:45 p.m.

Preston Green Audito-

rium Langford Architec-

ture Center

Texas A&M

one.arch.tamu.edu

Wednesday 9

LECTURE

Margaret Griffin: Back to

Basics? or Hybrid Forms

11:00 a.m.

UT Austin School of

Architecture

Goldsmith Auditorium

soa.utexas.edu

EVENT

L3th Annual Topping

Out Networking Event &

Awards Program

Dallas Arboretum, Ros-

ine Hall

aiafw.org

Monday 14

LECTURE

Georgeen Theodore

5:45 p.m.

Preston Green Audito-

rium

Langford Architecture

Center

Texas A&M

one. arch.ta mu.edu

Tuesday 15

CONFERENCE

Through Friday 18

Past Forward: A Confer-

ence of the National

Trust for Historic Pres-

ervation

George R. Brown Con-

vention Center

aiahouston.org

Friday 18

EXHIBITION OPENING

Holy Barbarians: Beat

Culture on the West Coast

MenilCollection

1533 Sul Ross Street

menil.org

Saturday 19

EXHIBITION OPENING

FOCUS: Lorna Simpson

The Modern Art Museum

of Fort Worth

i2OO Darnell Street

themodern.org

Tuesday 22

EXHIBITION OPENING

Monika Sosnowska:

Habitat

The Contemporary Austin

700 Congress Avenue

theco ntem po r a ry austin.org

Monday 28

EXHIBITION CLOSING

Candela's Shells

UT Austin School of Archi

tecture

Goldsmith Auditorium

soa.utexas.edu

Thursday 8

EXHIBITION OPENING

University of Houston lD+

Exhibition

Gerald D. Hines College of

Architecture and Design

aiahouston.org

EVENT

AIA Dallas Holiday Party

& Chapter Awards

aiadallas.org

I
I

Sightings: Michael Dean

Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas

n ashe r scu I ptu recente r. o rg

THROUGH FEBRUARY 5

London artist Michael Dean will create new works specific to the Nasher site in his

signature sculptural style. Focused on themes of communication and writing, his

sculptures are often installed on top of self-published texts composed of gibberish.

This is the artist's first solo exhibition in the United States.

Dorothy Hood: The Color of Being/El Color del Ser

Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Christi

a rtm u se u m of so uthtexas.or g

THROUGH JANUARY 8

The Art Museum of South Texas mounts the first retrospective of the work of

Dorothy Hood, a major 20th century American modernist born in Texas. Her work is

in the permanent collection of more than 3O museums. Hood's large-scale, abstract

paintings are vibrant and influenced by the many years she spent living in Mexico

among artists like Frida Kahlo. r
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BIENNIRL 600
RRCI.IITECTURE

An exhibition looking at the intersection of Art + Architecture
Exhibition Dates:July 14, 2017 - October 1,2017

Eligibility: Open to architects and artists residing within 600 miles of Amarillo, Texas

Juror: Rand Elliott, FAIA, Elliott + Associates Architects, Oklahoma City

Submission Deadline: May 5,2017

Prospectus available at www.amarilloart.org/architecture

Contact: amoa@actx.edu (806) 371 -5050 AIYIoA
AMARIITO MUSEUM OF A8T

f't
CYYOUNG

INDUSTBI€S.INC

o{ Seotirg Conporg

WWW. C\^/OU NGSEATI NG. COM
PAOUDTY LOCATED IN I(AII5AS CITV

(soo) r2e-261o
sAr.fs@c\ /ouNGsEAnNG.coM

MAKINO SURE YOUVE GOT

THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
FOR OVE.R 40 YEARS

NL\U(/ .\LATIN(; - PI NOVA]ION - ALSTOAATK)N - ALTPOT !I
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Texas
Society of
Architects

Membership Benefit
Gift Subscription

Did you know?
Joining AIA or renewing your membership entitles you
not just to your own one-year subscription to Iexas
Architect, but also to a gift subscription to share with
whomever you wish.

Go to www.texasarchitects.orglmembergift
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BMC
@

Visit a BMC Window Center
to Browse our Displays of

Superbly Crafted
Windows and Patios Doors.

AUSTIN BMC DESIGN CENTER
2106 Denton Dr.

Austin 78758
572-977-7 400

CORPUS CHRISTI
800-698-6618

DALLAS/COPPELL
1250 Slocum Street, Suite 738

Dallas 75207
972-764-7895

425 Airline Drive, Suite 100
Coppell 75019

97 2-304-L200 800-888-3667

FORT WORTH
4455 Camp Bowie Blvd., Suite 110

Fort Worth 76LO7
877-737-8877 800-955-9667

FREDERTCKSBU RG/KERRVTLLE
603 FM 2093, Suite 1103

Tivydale Business Park
Fredericksburg 78624

830-990-5717

HOUSTON
16002 Tomball Pkwy.

Houston 77086
287-440-9090 800-934-3502

MCALLEN/BROWNSVT LLEILAR EDO
800-698-6618

SAN ANTONIO
814 Arion Pkwy., Suite 109

San Antonio 78216
2!0-494-8889 800-698-6618

WEST TEXAS
800-955-9667

SHREVEPORT
800-888-3667

.l[+,RJ!l!i{
Built around you:



Produets

by Rita Catinella Orrell

Office spaces can be a lot more interactive these days thanks to a range of new

products including height-adjustable table systems, upholstered rocking stools,

and furnishings intended to be rearranged like pieces on a stage set.

Hack

Vitra

vitra.com

Designed by Kon-
stantin Grcic, the

Hack table system is

intended for high-
tech companies

that require easily

reconfigurable spaces.

Offered in a raw

oriented strand board
finish, each Hack unit
can fold up into a flat
"box" in just a few

steps, making it easy to

dismantle, transport,
or store. The height-

adjustable feature

offers standing, sitting,

and lounge options

controlled with a
recessed grip or crank.

In its lowest position,

Hack can even be

outfitted with cushions

for use as a sofa.

Rockwell Unscripted
Knoll

knoll.com

Based on David
Rockwell's experience

designing award-win-
ning hospitality, enter-

tainment, and public
spaces, Rockwell
Unscripted is a collec-

tion of30 furnishings
in six categories that
allow designers to

envision the office as

a stage set that can

be arranged in end-

less configurations.

Unscripted leatures an

array offreestanding,
architecturally savvy

basic forms that can

be positioned in vari-
ous ways. The group

includes walls, screens,

steps, tables, seating,

modular storage ele-

ments, and accessories

that can create experi-

ences ranging from
amphitheaters for
presentations to quiet
retreats.

Graph Conference Chair
Wilkhahn

wilkhahn.us

Graph is a height-adjustable conference chair
designed by the Stuttgart-based design firm

Jehs+Laub for Wilkhahn. Graph's striking,
sculptural shape was inspired by the idea ol
cutting through a seat shell horizontaliy and

vertically and then reassembling it in a different
way. Despite its slender shape, the steel seat and

backrest frames feature wave springs, padding,
and additional cushioning. The chairs are uphol-

stered with leather or high-quality textiles from
the manufacturer's fabric collection.

2O Texas Architect t7/72 201.6
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Steelcase

Brody WorkLounge Enhancements

steelcase.com

In the Brody \\brklounge from Steelcase,

embedded technologies like an occupancy sensor

provide feedback for designers and facility
managers while indicating to other employees

that the space is occupied. Other features include

a heated seat and back - ideal for the Number
One office complaint - and optional privacy or
extension screens. Brody WorkLounge units can

be coupied to create a variety of configurations,

and they come in a range offinishes and textiles.

Made primarily of wood, fabric, and steel, the

unit measures 42-in. wide by 60-in. long.

Magnuson

HOLD Storage

magn u so ngrou p.com

HOLD Workspace

and Collaborative
Carts are a lamily of
three contemporary
side table/storage

carts for personal

workspaces, confer-

ence rooms, retail,
healthcare, hospital-

ity, and other spaces.

Designed by Valen-

cia-based Estudio

Enblanc, the carts are

made in Spain and

come, with or without
casters, in three sizes.

They can be used for
temporary storage and

personal items or as an

alternative to a mobile

caddy beneath a desk.

The painted steel

carts have a rectan-

gular open-box frame

with one or two fixed
shelves and a methac-

rylate top.

BuzziSpace

BuzziBalance

buzzi.space

A solution for creative hubs in offices, hospitality,

or homes, BuzziBalance is a family of multifunc-
tional furniture for work, well-being, play, and

collaboration. Designed by the Austrian-based

13&9 Design, BuzziBalance includes a solid oak

rocking board for users to stand and balance

upon, or an upholstered rocking poufto help

stimulate the mind and body during a creative

session. The rocking board comes with the

option of adding an acoustical seating element

upholstered in any BuzziFabric material.
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Studio iluarcls

20L6
Studio
Awards

associate DS+R, assis-

tant prolessor adjunct at

Cooper Union, r'isiting

critic at S,vracuse NYC,
and a 2009-10 Peter

Reyner Banham Fellow

senlor assocrate,

director ol sustain-

able design DS+R,
and faculty Columbia
University Graduate

School ofArchitec-
ture, Planning and

Preservation

The Texas Society of Architects Studio Awards Program recognizes real or theoretical unbuilt projects that demonstrate excellence in

design. Submissions from students and practitioners are judged on equal footing, and projects of all types are considered together. Each

year, the jury sifts through the entries looking for standouts that embody strong ideas critical to contemporary practice, resolve them
thoroughly, and present them clearly.

The 2O16 Studio Awards jurors met on Wednesday, August lZ at the New York City office of Diller Scofidio + Renfro to deliberate 45 entries
representing a wide swath of project types - everything from boathouses to prison complexes. The jury comprised three DS+R architects:

Cheries Renfro

AIA, principal
DS+R, Rice School of
Architecture alumnus,

native of Baytown

A Word from Charles Renfro:

It was a pleasure and honor to jury the Texas

Society of Architects Studio Awards. As a

Texan and Rice alumnus, I keep close tabs on

the work being done in the state and have been

pleased to see the Texas architectural scene

emerging on the world stage. I also remem-

ber, growing up in the 1970s in Houston, the

absurd ambition of many of the projects that
surrounded me. The Astrodome an air-con-
ditioned stadium. How amazing! Its neighbor,

AstroWorld anair-conditionedamusement
park. Who woulda thought?!

These may not be the most environmentally
or urbanistically sensitive projects, but they

made the mythology of Texas real. While we

have paused to understand how our work fits into
the ecology ofour cities and our world, I encour-

age architects in Texas (a distinction I include

myself in) to keep the myth of Texas alive. There
are few places in the world that can claim as

much diversity, education, capital, land, ambi-
tion, and pride as Texas. This stew should give

rise to some of the most compelling architecture

and urbanism of the 2lst century. The follow-
ing projects are examples of such an ambition.
Congratulations to the winners.
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Stuclio Auarrls

Element House, Walden Pond, MA
Ricardo A. Munoz, Page, UT Arlington CAPPA

From the Jury:
The house is a simple, elegant solution that takcs

adaantage ofits position alongside and into the water

it gent!2 opens its roof toward the dew in a gesture that

captures the glor2 oJthe site.

Element House derives its organization from an

evolution of Thoreau's cabin to a modern place

ofshelter. The gable structure represents the
historical memory of built structures on the site,

while the rectangular frames on the opposite
end ofthe project represent the unknown future
structures that could occupy these grounds.

The materiality of the structure also recalls
the simple materials used in the famous cabin
that occupied these woods. Visitors will come

to Walden to experience nature firsthand, as

Thoreau did, and to find what simplicity and
solitude can teach. The program is distributed
among a series of small structures, encourag-
ing the visitor to experience the outdoors when
walking from space to space. These structures

share a single continuous roofthat, along

with the walls olthe small structures, caps

the narrow spaces in between them, framing
views olthe woods or the water. Windows in
the enclosed spaces also provide living portraits
of the surroundings, calling to mind beautiful
landscape paintings. The serenity and still-
ness ofWalden provide real yet ever-changing
vignettes through these large windows that will
linger in visitors' minds long afterwards.
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Stuclio z\uards

Dallas Arboretum Garden Education
Center
Perkins+Will. Dallas

From the Jur2:
It is made out d the park, but is not qfraid to be a bold

piece of architecture. It lets the c2clical seasonalitl d
nature determine its figure-eightform in an elegant oaerlal

of program and site.

Acting as a clear gateway to the Arboretum, the

Garden Education Center is a space all visitors

pass through. This proposal is visibly noninva-
sive as it burrows into the ground or mounds

up into the air without dominating the site.

The loop lorm offers an interesting perspective:

Anyone that walks a lull loop will have traversed

a full 360 degrees and been delivered an infor-
mative panorama olthe entire site. The essence

olthe concept is that the cycles oflife and the

cycles oflearning are bound together as mind
meets nature in a poetic and memorable way.

Looking at the cycle ofnature (the seasons) and

the cycle oflife (from a child visitor to an elder

showing a grandchild the Arboretum), and consid-

ering the core mission of the GEC to inspire learn-

ing, the architects lelt the building should clearly

manifest cycles: cycles not simply in a building,
but also as an experience, a place, and a destina-

tion. To this end, they proposed a figure-eight

loop form that acts as a "scaffold" for any number

olactivities. Rising to two stories in some areas.

the design is conceived as a single level wrapped

around nature. Highlighting the binary relation-

ship between the natural and the manmade, the

structure supports both scientific and observa-

tional learning. There could be a weather station

above the gift shop; water may be collected in a

spiraling trough; a shade structure could add to

the comfort of the rooftop gardens. One scenario

the architects imagine is a child walking along the

loop, gathering climate inlormation, harvesting a

vegetable, and entering into a classroom lab, only

to return to the loop and plant a new seed.

*
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Studio Au.arrls

Oujda Stadium, Oujda Morocco
WW Architecture, Houston

From the Jury:
The stadium doesn't trjt to mimie the adjacent mountains,

but operates in opposition to them like great minimalist

land art. The gap between the upper and lower seating

banks brings the landseape into the stadium in a sublime

ua), nlt ouerpowering the plal on thefield but somehow

underscoring its primal beauty.

This is my soccer club. The stadium is where I
will go to see my team, alongside tens of thou-
sands of my compatriots.

The stadium is a matter of immense scale

and extreme intimacy. These scales are not
tamed here; they are combined to exploit
their differences.

Infrastructure - roads, parking, and the

control over the grounds - is integrated into
a new network of micro landscapes, walkways,
and places to sit, meet, play, gather, and walk.

The new Grand Stade d'Oujda will play
many roles. It will be home to the Mouloudia
Soccer Club. Its grounds will form a vibrant
new public space, both during games and
when the stadium is not in use. Its luminous
ring will be an important symbol for the Rif
region in northeastern Morocco, for those
going to the stadium as well as for passersby

making their way to and from Oujda.
The stadium is first and foremost a sequence

ofperceptions: a hovering object, a ring lightly
tethered to the landscape, a series oftailored
entry points, an elevated promenade pressed

between the upper and lower bowls of seating,

and, finally, a single room holding a teaming
crowd ofsoccer fans.

A shimmering lorm set into an evanescent

horizon. A room for 45,000 people: 90,000 eyes

focused on one foot meeting a ball. In the middle
ofa vast landscape.
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With Pilkington Optiwhite" and

Pilkington OptiView", the possibilities are endless.

Whatever you have in mind for your next ambitious project, you should have our Special Applications

Glass in mind too. Pilkington Optiwhite'" is an extra clear, low iron float glass that is virtually

colorless and has excellent light transmittance, making it the ideal choice for applications where

glass edges are visible or where transparency and purity of color are desired.

Pilkington OptiView'" has anti-reflective and UV blocking properties which make it perfect for any
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Studio An,arcls
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Confluence Park, San Antonio
Lakel Flato, San Antonio

From the Jurl:
Thefluid shapu of these patilions hau been with us

since the height dpostwar Modernism, but thel are

unexpected in a public park. Parks are places that should

be architecturally aspirational to introduce great design to

a broad swath of the population.

Confluence Park provides a unique oppor-
tunity to celebrate the ecology ofthe South
Texas region, demonstrate the value ofnatural
resources, and foster environmental stewardship
and education in a traditionally underserved
area adjoining the San Antonio River.

With education as its core purpose, Con-
fluence Park is an intricate teaching tool that
will inspire our community to become more
involved with the river and practice sustainable
habits while gaining a greater understanding
ofTexas ecotypes. At every corner) visitors will
find an opportunity to learn through observa-
tion, engagement, and active participation. Play
areas are designed for learning and exploration.
A photovoltaic array provides 100 percent of
the energv use for the project on a yearly basis.

A site-wide water catchment system collects
rainwater and feeds it into an underground
water storase tank. The BHP Billiton Pavilion
provides shade and shelter while simultaneously
helping visitors understand both the cycle of
water at Confluence Park and how this cycle
relates directly to the San Antonio River Water-
shed. The pavilion speaks ofthe confluence of
water systems and is oriented to point directly
toward the junction of the San Antonio River
and San Pedro Creek.
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This O House, Houston
Zui Lig Ng, University of Houston

From the Jury:
We all looe a dogtrot house andfind the endless rffi on

its simple parti exciting. This one, made with discarded

shipping containersfrom Houston's ship channel, weaues

together history and contemporarlt conditions, bringing

new life to both container and rypolog.

This O House proposes an affordable and

sustainable design alternative to current gated

townhouse developments in Houston's Third
Ward. It also seeks to address the increasing

student housing and parking needs of two major
universities in the neighborhood. First olall,
the three-bedroom, two-bathroom house uses

retired shipping containers, build-it-yourself
options, low energy bills, and partial rental
opportunities to lower the cost and promote a
more sustainable model of homeownership. The
partial-rent-out option helps provide much-

needed accommodations to university students

and faculty. This hybridized living arrangement

revitalizes the neighborhood. Secondly, the

1,000-sfhouse also sustains the identity ofthe
neighborhood, as it incorporates a porch, a
typology that has encouraged interaction within
the community for generations. While this

semiprivate outdoor space promotes community
involvement, an internai courtyard provides a

private social space for residents. Finally, This
O House strives to be environmentally friendly.
Passive ventilation, recycled building materi-
als, and energy-efficient building systems keep

electricity consumption at a minimum.
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Mortar (VM-M) is the ultimate
product for installing natural and

manufactured masonry veneer units.

Formulated with a custom
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sand, SPEC MIX PMAVM delivers
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THANK YOU SPONSORS

TITLE SPONSOR
PLATINUM INDUSTRY
SPONSOR

GOLD INDUSTRY
SPONSOR

Andersen.

AClulE
BRTGl( \t,

PARTNER SPONSORS

Rogers-O'Brien
CONSTRUCTION

Page/ 61Io.,LAl

INDUSTRY SPONSORS

EI+I: HEADwnTERs

>c< [URGneR +
Thornton Tomasetti

(D#,ffi"* HRH
NETWORKING SPONSORS

Teal Construction; AGEE Structural Engenuity; Nichiha; GRAPHIS0FI
0R0 Editions; Linbeck; USI

EMERGTNG pR0FESST0NAL EDUCATT0N/NETWoRKtNG Sp0NS0RS

The Esquire Tavern; Overland; Lake I Flato Architects; Herman Miller

BOOKSTORE HOSTS

The Twiq Book Shop; AIA San Antonio

Convergence
77th Annual Convention
and Design Expo

Texas
Society of
Architects
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InJanuary 1950, PhilipJohnson shou,ed up unannounced at a dinner held

by the Houston chapter ol'the AIA. At that time,Johnson'"r'as head of the

department of architectr-rre at the Museum of N.Iodern Art ir-r New York and

had recentlv completed the groundbrcaking Glass House in New.Canaan,

Connectic,ut. His appearance in Houston was recordcd in the first-ever

issue ol Zras,4 vs fti lps I iJanttar.v/ February 1950). "Freedom of the Houston

architect to build as he pleases was commended highlv bl'PhilipJohnson,"
the article begins. It continues with a quote:

"'Houston is marvelous and inspiring,'Jotrnson said. 'Where else

czrn a man rvalk three blocks from a sk1'scraper to a museum and
fall into a mud hole?"'

The irony inJohnson's statement is clear, and what it says about public
space in Texas cities (those mud-hole-rife three blocks between the sky-

scraper and the museum) can be easily extrapolated to today. By and large,

there is a cultural and institutional reluctance to invest in the public realm,

rendering the spaces between our buildings - that essential glue in the

urban fabric - notjust mud-holed and weed-choked, but often downright
hostile to human passage or habitation.

The stories in this feature section on public architecture are notable

exceptions to that general rule. We hear about significant municipal invest-

ment in creating walkable urbanism in El Paso, and the truly inspiring
public-private partnership that has turned Houston's Buffalo Bayou Park

into one ofthe city's top greenspaces. \!'e also look into three publicly ori-
ented building projects - a theater and art space in Houston, a fire station
in Dallas, and a public restroom in Austin - that exhibit the value design

can bring to our experience of the cities we call home.

Western Walk
El Paso Quality of Life

lmprovements
Multiple Firms

Reborn on the
Bayou
Buffalo Bayou Park

Page, SWAGroup

The Lady Bird Seat
Heron Creek Restroom
M el I Law ren ce Arc h itects

Public
Performance
Midtown Arts & Theater
Center Houston
LakelFlato, Studio RED

Architects

45 Seconds
Dallas Fire Station 27

Perkins+Will

!i e,
- 6!:l

,)) ublic



Western Walk
THE CrTY OF EL PASO QUAL|TY OF LtFE BOND PROGRAIV,

PASSED IN 2012, HAS INSTIGATED A NUN/BER OF PUBLIC

PROJ ECTS THAT ARE TRANSFORN/ I N G TEXAS' WESTERN IV OST

CITY INTO A VITAL, URBAN-SCALED ZONE, RICH WITH

OPPORTUNITIES FOR WORK, RECREATION, AND CULTURE

by Nestor lnfanzon, FAIA, with Phyllis Sheridan lnfanzon, AIA

Photographer Paulo Peres, AIA

tt/t2 20t6
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Previous Centennial

Plala, designed b1 Tin

Elck Landscape Archi-

tech, is at the core oJThe

Uniaersitl dTexas at El
Paso campus.

This page SanJacinto

Pla4 in dountoun El
Paso ruas duigned

b1 SWA Group. The

landsmpe, lawn spaces,

canopies, sculptures, dnd

street cqfe prouide spaces

for the public in the center

of the cit1,.

I
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f I Pr.o, The United States' lgth largest city and Texas'sixth largest.

LNationally recognized as the safest city in the United States for the past

four years running and one ofonly a handful oftruly binational cities in the

world, El Paso del Norte occupies the corner farthest west in the Lone Star

State. El Paso is a distinctive citv with a unique heritage, a diverse architec-

tural history, and a challenging vet evolving urban planning model.

For a lot ollolks outside of Texas, it comes as a surprise that El Paso is

closer to such rvestern cities as Phoenix and San Diego than to Texas' main
population centers Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio. El Paso sits in
the midst of the vast Chihuahuan Desert ecosystem and is surrounded by

mountains, u'ildlife, and long stretches of open, undeveloped land. This
region of more than2.7 million inhabitants constitutes one of the largest

bilingual,/binational workforces in the Western Hemisphere.

Established in 1659 by Fray Garcia de San Francisco, El Paso became

a key destination along the central pathway of the "Camino Real," or
Kings Highway connecting Mexico City to Santa Fe, and bevond to other

Spanish territories. It was during the United States' territorial expansion

toward the Pacific coast that EI Paso served as a major transit center lor
traders and Neu,\\brld migrants. Currently, the population hovers at

around 700,000 American citizens. Along with its Mexican neighbor

CiudadJu6rez, truly a tr'vin sister city, from which it is separated b,v the

width of the Rio Grande, the population rises to almost 3 million.
Mid-20th century EI Paso gre'w'and thrived like many large American

cities. N{ore recently, again as in most of the U.S., El Paso's citizens have

suffered financial hardships and material fluctuations. The economic

downturn along with escalatinE; challenges with the illegal drug trade,

caused many professionals to leave, albeit temporarily: There appears to

be no substitute lor El Paso, ifrecent return migration is any indication.

Talented individuals who have experience with other urban lilest.vles,

opportunities, and amenities, have returned, infusing their city with a new

sense ofpurpose and vision.

This nervfound vitalit,v led El Paso's leadership to pass the City of El

Paso's 2012 Qualitv of Life Bond Program, intended to bring many needed

improvements to the city. On November 6, 2012, El Paso voters approved

$470 million worth of improvements for parks, libraries, museums, down-

town amenities, El Paso International Airport, and the El Paso Zoo. These

lunds included money lor a nerv multi purpose performing arts center ($lB0

mitlion); the master plan for a new eastside regional park and New Eastside

Regional Recreational Center and Natatorium ($48 million); a nerv dorvn-

town park, SanJacinto Plaza ($5.3 million); multiple improvement projects

at the El Paso Zoo, including a neu'Chihuahuan Desert Habitat; a neu'

baseball stadium lor minor league team "Chihuahuas"; and a sports arena

lor downtown. When added to the private sector improvements and projects

lor U.S. Arml'base Fort Bliss, Texas Tech University, and The University o[
Texas at EI Paso, it amounts to a regional transformation.

The changes began early in March 2010, when the Citl' of El Paso

commissioned Dover, Kohl & Partners to create a detailed comprehen-

sive plan for the city, referred to as "Plan El Paso." Citl'N'{anagerJoyce

Wilson led the effort to establish a mandatory "Smart Code" ordinance

mandating, among other things, that all new projects comply with
guidelines delineated by smart growth ideas established by the Congress

of Nerv Urbanism. It rvas an effort by the city to create densit,v, promote

r,r,alkable neighborhoods and mixed-use pedestrian-oriented projects,

reduce dependence on automobiles, and develop more green open spaces

throughout the region.

During the same period, Texas Tech Health Science Center became a

singular entity apart from the Texas Tech University Lubbock Campus.

The newly instituted PaulJ. Foster School of Medicine matriculated its
first class, and the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) was preparing to
celebrate its centennial. These efforts, combined with Fort Bliss' muiti-
billion dollar expansion program lor housing, hospital, and educational

facilities, created a distinctive environment for growth and for projects that

embraced quality of life and urban strategies. The follorving projects stand

out as El Paso transforms itself.

San Jacinto Plaza
The renovation ofSanJacintoPlaza is one olthe key park projects that

has heiped change the character ofcentral El Paso. Located in the heart

ofdowntown, the plaza has been a local point ofthe city since 1869.

Originally, it was called City Square, or Plaza Central. The initial concept

responded to the north-south axial lavout ofthe original city; rvhich has

evolved over the past centurv. Initiallr', a central circular element with
radiating walkways integrated with downtown El Paso; SanJacinto Plaza

was conceived as a typical, simple tow'n square with a circle in the center

containing a $,ater feature, a pondJike element, and a gazebo shelter.

Alligators arrived at the plaza in the late 1BB0s, contributed lrom various

sources (though they had been spotted along the Rio Grande River in small

numbers all along). The alligators stayed as an attraction until the mid-

1960s, rvhen they u'ere relocated to the El Paso Zoo lor safety - their own.

As local folklore has it, residents were uncertain if alligators could survive

El Paso's often chilly lvinters, so on particularly cold nights, townspeople

would move the alligators inside dorvntorvn saloons and return them to the

plaza's pond in earlv morning.

As the citl,embarked on its qualit,v-of-life program early in March of
20 i I , a consortium of developers and downtown business leaders began the

process olhiring a nationally recognized landscape design firm to develop a

nerv plaza, one that rvould embrace its past and rvould also point torvard the

luture olEl Paso. The search culminated in the selection of landscape archi-

tecture) planning, and urban design firm S!\A Group to lead the efforts.

The initial phase olthe new SanJacinto Plaza project started in2012,
expanding the original site, adding nerv sidervalks, and reconstructing irri-
gation and utilitv services. In 2014, Phase Tivo ofthe project began, which

included the redesign and construction ol the new plaza. The new design

builds on the original, keeping the center as the key r.isual component of
the space. Original pond and gazebo leatures have been replaced by a new

circular lountain surrounded by a concrete baluster, and a distinctive float-

ing perlorated metal roofthat shades an alligator sculpture.

The lountain has an unusual alligator tile floor pattern and an ornamen-

tal railing that aims to recall design leatures ofthe historical plaza. A series

of crisscrossing orthogonal, free-formed, and diagonal patterns connect

sidewalks to city streets and allow for reclaiming as much open greenspace as

possible. The nerv sidewalks are canvases for rich patterns ofcolors and tex-

tures that move from simple color changes to more complex regional Natit'e

American motifs. The integration of the sidervalks allowed the design to cap-

ture and create a series ofcontained open spaces that are either landscaped

as nati\:e desert arroyos or used as public amenities rvith built-in games. The

resulting space and amenities serve the citizens throughout the day with
ping-pong tables, chess tables, a horseshoe field, a street cafe, and a water

feature that functions both as a fountain and splash pool. The fountain/pool

provides relielto El Paso youngsters during the drn hot summer months.
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As you enter SanJacinto Plaza, articulated concrete walls frame some
olthe sidewalks and contained spaces. These walls are designed with
various colors, finishes, and exposed aggregates intended to recall the
distinctive geological sedimentary strata and patina ofthe neighboring
Franklin Mountain range. They also serve as backdrops to numerous
plaques and recognitions the plaza has collected over the past half-
century. The plaza is planted with a wide variety of native Chihuahuan
Desert plants and trees that begin to illustrate the gorgeous diversity
found within the boundaries of El Paso del Norte. Inside the plaza, the
design team recreated a desert arroyo, allowine visitors to be exposed
to the reeion's unique relationship between earth and water. Inside the
plaza, one finds oneselfcrossing bridges between spaces in the way ofthe
early pioneers, who had to cross between El Paso andJu6rez by means
olarroyos and the Rio Grande River. The design also incorporates the
restored (and now better-protected from the elements) rendition ofthe
much-loved alligator sculpture Los Lagartos, created by local artisr Luis

Jim6nez to adorn the plaza in 1995.

UTEP Centennial PIaza
The transformation of the UTEP campus is probably one of the most
life-changing projects the region has recently underraken. The project
has impacted not only the life of every campus visitor and every studenr
currently enrolled at UTEP, it affects every generation of UTEP students
to come, as well. UTEP was on track to celebrate its centennial ye ar as

one of the region's most significant academic institutions and as the UT
System's first campus outside the City of Austin. Inaugurated in 1914

with a class of l4 students as the Texas School of Mines and Metallurgy,
the institution has since grown to more than 24,000 students. Diana
Natalicio, who has served as president ofthe school for over a quarter of
a century and has presided over its steady growth, provided the vision
that led to the recent transformation project. UTEP's campus was built in
the foothills olthe Franklin Mountains and gently grew at this junction
between mountains, arroyos) and city. Over the years, El Paso and the
campus grew, and ultimatelv several major roads serving the West El paso

community bisected the campus. This interlocking grid of streets and the
increased vehicular traffic caused problems for students as they plotted
courses between buildings during the school vear.

Over the past decade, Natalicio formulated a vision for a car-free
campus core. The campus is gifted with a unique collection of Bhutanese-

styled buildings that create a great brand for the university: UTEP is one
ofonly a few universities that have such a distinctive architectural charac-
ter. Situated among hills, mountains, and arroyos, the campus landscape
was nevertheless repiete with hard surfaces, paved roads, parking spaces,

invasive plants and trees, and non-student vehicular traffic. It was also
home to a major arroyo that cuts through the campus and serves as a major
watershed from the Franklin Mountains to the Rio Grande.

The buildings are not only historically significant; they are also peculiarly
adapted to the site. The core of rhe campus, built between 1916 and 1960,

follows the architectural inspiration ofHenry Trost, recognized as one ofthe
region's leading architects and founder of the local architectural firm Trost
& Trost. The Bhutanese building style came about as the result of advice by
the wife of the first president of the university. After reading about the cities
in Bhutan, she declared that the site and surroundings for the new campus
reminded her of the images she had seen in a 1914 National Geographic
article about the Kingdom of Bhutan, "Castles in the Air." Her advice had a
strong influence on the architectural style for her husband and the architects
as they began to design the campus on its present location.

In 2008, Natalicio's vision srarted to become a reality. Plans were
implemented to gradually remove cars from the campus core and create
a more pedestrian- and bicvcle-friendly environment. In early 201I, a

request for qualifications was advertised to transform UTEP. Ten Eyck
Landscape Architects (TELA) and LakelFlato were selecred to develop
a master plan, which was referred to as the Campus Transformation
Plan. It consisted ofeight distinctive projects that created a vehicle-free
core, and significant landscape efforts to build a garden-like campus to
foreground the Bhutanese buildings. InJune of2012, TELA began con-
ceptual design for the central core, intending to be finished by August of
2014 for UTEP's centennial celebration.

The Transformation Plan had several key design concepts that drove
planning and eventually the construction ofthe projects. The vision
for the campus included a purely pedestrian campus core; the use of
native Chihuahuan Desert plants in all landscaping in order to better
manage water; the rediscovery ofthe system ofarroyos that was pres-
ent on the campus prior to the major road construction; the creation of
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numerous venues for students to gather and learn; and the establishment

ola gardenlike foreground for the buildings designed using sustainable

guidelines and concepts.

The first phase of the project include d removing vehicular roadways

from three distinctive areas ofthe core: the Centennial Plaza, tlrre area

in front of the Old Main building, and the Leech Grove. During the

24-month construction period, all major electrical, communication,
gas, and water utilities were replaced, some of which dated back as far
as 1916. Roads, parking lots, and concrete sidewalks were removed and

replaced with lawns, permeable granite walkways, decomposed granite
walkways, and arroyos (acequias irrigation channels) that were rebuilt
in order to create a more natural habitat. Most invasive trees and plant

species were replaced with over 600 new mesquites, acacias, mountain
laurels, and oaks that are drought-resistant and native to the Chihua-
huan Desert. Detention ponds and acequias were created to channel

the runofffrom the mountain, letting UTEP students experience how

water flows on the campus during the rainy season. The re storation

of the Lhakhang - a historical artifact and a gift from the Kingdom
of Bhutan to the people of the U.S. - now sits high above the plaza.

The Lhakhang was first exhibited in Washington D.C. during the 42nd

annual Smithsonian Folklife Festival in 2008. It was then dismantled

and rebuilt on UTEP's campus by Bhutanese monks.

Chihuahua Baseball Stadium, or Southwest University Park
One of the most interesting urban design decisions El Paso undertook in

the past fir'e vears rvas to place their minor league baseball stadii'rm in the

middle oldorvntou'n. This decision exemplifies El Paso citv leaders'desire

to create a new catalyst lor redevelopment of'downtown's rn'estern edge.

The decision had plenty of antagonists who lought the idea all the way to a

public referendum. In the end, the concept was overwhelmingly embraced

by a majority of citizens, and the vote passed. Southwest University Park,

home of the EI Paso Chihuahuas, a minor league baseball team affiliated
with the San Diego Padres, sits adjacent to the arts district, the El Paso

Convention Center, and the historic district on the west side of downtown.

This area for years was perceived as a transitional zone occupied by ware-

houses, some residential properties, and a fleeting collection ofrestaurants,
businesses, and specialty stores.

The most significant structure in the neighborhood is the El Paso

Union Depot, which was built in 1905 by flamous Chicago architect Daniel

Hudson Burnham, FAIA, and has been the epicenter of much development

in an area filled with turn-olthe-century brick and steel warehouse archi-
tecture reminiscent olthe late 1800s.

The new baseball park, designed by Populous, serves as a lulcrum
that connects several areas ofdowntown into a more cohesive larger

district. On one ofthe corners ofthe park, the new stadium is accentu-

ated by an open lawn where game-watchers can sit on grass, enjoying

picnics while watching the game . At the opposite corner, the ballpark is
anchored by a four-story structure that includes a restaurant/bar that
accommodates those who would rather enjoy the game over a drink
or a meal. The southern side of the ballpark serves as a boundary to

the east-west rail lines that connect El Paso to the rest ofthe country.

The main entrance is Iocated on the west side. Anchored by a richly
articulated tower, it leads you into a grand concourse that houses an

open corridor filled with local restaurants, retail stores, and open areas

for visitors to enjoy the game and hang out with their friends. Since the

opening ofthe ballpark, this area has begun to experience a renaissance
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in activities, with new restaurants, plans for more residential units, and
offices starting to pop up. As part of the continued growth, El Paso is

developing a new 60,000-plus-sfarena to help develop the area as a

sport and conference area. A new soccer stadium may also be built in
the area on the Mexican side of the border, thus creating a truly inter-
national complex in this truly international city.

Architecturally, the baseball stadium is a simple structure: a playing
field surrounded by a series of two- and three-story brick boxes, steel

bridges, and canopies with heavily articulated steel lrames that recall
a historically expressive era. A path of retail stores and food vendors

occupies the concourse level, which is easily accessible lrom both access

points and to the convention center plaza as well. This path Ieads to all
ofthe ballpark seating, stadium suites, and exits. At the center ofthe
project (behind home plate), the park's third level houses the club and

skyboxes. During home games, the club serves as a gathering spot for
citizens and Chihuahua fans. A sculptural, stainless steel fence designed

by Ball-Nogues Studio demarcates the outfield at the park's northern-

most point, providing "knotholes" for passersby on the street to catch a

glimpse of the action inside.

El Paso Zoo Expansion
The El Paso Zoo is another institution that benefited from the 2012

bond program. Under this program, the zoo has embarked on a series of
projects that have begun to reshape notjust the zoo proper but also the

community where it sits and how the community experiences the zoo.

Starting in 2012, the City of El Paso and the zoo leaders hired WDM
Architects of Wichita, Kansas, to develop a new comprehensive plan for

the facility. The zoo received bond lunding to complete and renovate mul-

tiple existing venues, including a new Asian Gateway and the aforemen-

tioned Chihuahuan Desert Exhibit, which focuses on native plants and the

Mexican gray wolf. This $10 million collection of signature projects will
help replace and renovate approximately 20 percent ofthe zoo's exhibits.

Both projects were high on the priority list of the recently completed Zoo

Master PIan. A new Wildlife Amphitheater is under construction, as is a

multifunctional pavilion at the African Savannah, and the new Chihua-

huan Desert Exhibit is being de signed. At this time, the projects slated

for the zoo are under construction and development, and it is too soon to

evaluate their impact to the Zoo.

Indeed, El Paso is a city in the midst of a transformative time. Beyond

the above-mentioned projects, there are the new University Medical Center

and Children's Hospital by KMD with MNK Architects; the new Medi-

cal Center of the Americas Foundation Cardwell Collaborative building, a

research incubator by PhiloWilke Partnership; and the multi-million-dollar

El Paso Housing Authority's redesign of all their properties to meet the new

city planning standards. Lastly, we must not forget our border sisteqJu6rez,

with her mind on such vital upcoming projects as the privately funded Cath-

olic-church-within-a-community-center, El Punto, by Herzog & de Meuron,

and Fernando Romero's revolutionary hexagonal border city vision for Santa

Teresa. These projects set the tone for an evolving city that is committed to

being an urban example for livable cities old and new, far beyond its region.

Nestor lnfanzon, FAIA, is principal of Veritas Works in El Paso.

Phyllis Sheridan lnfanzon, AlA, is a senior associate at Philowilke Partnership, also

in El Paso.
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Reborn on the
Bayou
AFTER A FIVE-YEAR REVITALIZATION EFFORT, HOUSTON'S

BUFFALO BAYOU PARK HAS TAKEN ITS PLACE AIVONG

THE CITY'S TOP PUBLIC GREEN SPACES. BRIDGES, HIKE

AND BIKE TRAILS, AND PUBLIC PAVILIONS CON/BINE WITH

NATIVE PLANTINGS, PASSIVE FLOOD CONTROL N/EASURES

AND GOOD OLD URBAN GRIT IN A WONDERFUL SYNTHESIS

OF NATURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE

by Florence Tang, Assoc. AIA

Project Buffalo Bayou Park

Client Buffalo Bayou Partnership

Architect Page

Landscape Archatect SWA Group

Design Team Page: Lawrence W. Speck, FAIA; Melanie Starman Bash, AIA; Ran-

dolph L. Hurst; Tami Merrick, AIA: SWA Group: Kevin Shanley, Scott McCready, Tim

Peterson, [/ichael Robinson, Jiyoung Nam, Josh Lock

Photographers Pavilions: Albert Vecerka / ESTO; Cistern: Katya Horner

Slight Clutter Photography; Park: Jonnu Singleton, SWA Group
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Previous Bffilo Bayu
Park, with the Houston

skltline and Michael

Graues' Federal Court-

house building in the

background.

This page ){ew bridges

create more crossings oler

the waterway @bore).

Wateruorks Lawn sits

atop the Cistern (right).

Facing The Lost Lake

Visitor Center fut Page

occupies a ridge abole a

re-estab lished lake, ruhere

new gardens were added.
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Tn. stretch of Buflalo Bayou from Shepherd Drive to Sabine Street

I is an urban core park that embodies the wonderful weirdness of
Houston along its last bit of riparian wilderness. Here, homelessness,

cemeteries, mosquito-eating bats, mansions, public housing, and trails
and bridges with skyline viervs intersect and intertwine with cars on Allen
Parkway, kayakers paddling on the water, a brass starburst dandelion, the

Houston Police Officer's Memorial, and Henry Moore's "Large Spindle

Piece." Nearby, Michael Graves' Federal Reserve Bank sits like a quiet
baron overlooking the Gulf Coast landscape. The site's iconic history
melds with the future of Houston's green renaissance, where nature and

the built environment are being stitched together to become an integral
part ofthe city's urban design and vitality.

Where Water and Downtown Meet
Nonprofit organization Buffalo Bayou Partnership (BBP), which was

lounded in 1986, has spearheaded the revitalization of the park. With
landscape design provided by S\\A Group and buildings by Page, this sec-

tion ofthe once-forlorn bayou has been transformed into a destination that
encompasses linear green space, flood control, urban development, multi-
modal access with hike and bike trails, a dog park, pedestrian bridges,

boat landings, trail lights, native species, and a series olpublic pavilions

programmed for a variety of uses.

Public park though it may be, Buffalo Bayou Park was also funded

by private donations. The Kinder Foundation gave $30 million, and
BBP raised $23 million more from other private donors. The Harris
County Flood Control District chipped in $5 million. The Downtown
Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone is providing $2 million in annual

Ilnding for maintenance.

Anne Olson, president ofBBP, has overseen beautification, redevelop-

ment, and revitalization along the historic bayou for two decades. She

helmed the lundraising and awareness campaigns. "I have seen over 20

years that parks have become more valued by private funders and by

government," she says. "Public-private partnerships are at the heart of
large park and green space projects in Houston - Buffalo Bayou Park,

Hermann Park, Memorial Park, Emancipation Park, and the Bayou

Greenways project. When private donors invest large amounts of funding
in these projects, they want to see the parks maintained at a high level. In
our case, the Kinder Foundation's gift was contingent on BBP maintain-
ing and operating the park and the city providing continual funding for
the park maintenance."

Over time , Olson has seen that government has also taken a stronger

interest in public park projects. "Mayor Annise Parker was extremely sup-

portive ofBuffalo Bayou Park and other green space projects throughout
our city," she says. "Our current mayor, Sylvester Turner, also appears

committed to park projects, especially smaller neighborhood parks."

Boots on the Ground
"The city grew up around Buffalo Bayou," says Kevin Shanley, prin-
cipal in charge at SWA. The semi-retired landscape architect spoke

from Oregon about the city's pre-rail days. "It played a critical role in
the historic gro\vth ofthe city and has gone through storied transitions
like manv olthe urban rivers throughout the world. It was an impor-
tant piece o[transportation where salted beefand bales ofcotton were

shipped to foreign ports. lVhy is downtown at an odd angle to the rest

of the citv? It's because Main Street was laid out perpendicular to the

banks olthe bayou at Allen's Landing."
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From its origin in the Katy Prairie, Buffalo Bayou meanders through
the city, into the Ship Channel and Galveston Bay, and spills into the Gulf
ofMexico. Fed by controlled releases from Addicks and Barker reservoirs,
it is also fueled by runofffrom streets and parking lots, as well as tributaries
White Oak Bayou, Greens Bayou, and Brays Bayou.

"It's an incredible network of waterways, like veins on a leaf spread

across these Gulf Coast plains in channels and streams," Shanley contin-
ues. 'A river has an intimate and inseparable relationship with its flood
plain." Historically, the prevailing philosophy was to make the bayous

carry more water to solve the conditions of urban growth, especially
in the middle olthe 20th century. The Houston area's flat topography,
impermeable clay soils, and tremendous rainfalls are the perfect recipe for
flash flooding. To combat this, many of the city's bayous were turned into
concrete drainage channels, much in the manner of the Los Angeles River.
"These beautiful creeks and bayous were straidacketed in concrete chan-
nels to move water faster," Shanley says. "Rivers have a different metro-
nome than us. They tick in the hundreds of years timeline, not seconds."

Over time, development, planning, and government leaders started
thinking differently about Houston's bayous, which for some time had
been viewed as ugly, snake-infested places to dump old refrigerators.
In the 1960s, preservation and protection movements started by Terry
Hershey emerged to convince others ofbetter control measures than
straightening, smoothing, and deepening the bayous. With urban growth
came buildings, streets, parking lots, and roofs impervious surfaces

that shed water all at once. New policies promoted by Hershey and
others recommended retaining the water and slowly releasing it back
into the landscape. As stormwater management policies developed, so

did an awareness ofthe bayou as a resource, and cleanup efforts ensued.

"Nature has a way of coming back, and you don't appreciate it until you
walk it and see it," Shanley says.

Shanley continued to describe aspects of the bayou's dynamic equilib-
rium, alluvial morphology, water quality, and erosion as rivers and bayous

evolve. When Houston hosted the Super Bowl in 2004, the Sabine Prom-
enade improvements helped people see what could be made of its iconic
watershed. Shanley hand-sketched a I 2-ft-long plan for Buffaio Bayou Part-
nership to get others to rally around the idea. Fast forward a few years and
a series olmeetings later to when the Kinder Foundation, who had appreci-
ated how the Sabine Promenade unfolded, made their unprecedented gift
for the park, citing it had to happen in five years, needed a master plan,
and would need to be maintained and operated.

Shanley, who had lived on Turkey Gully, a stream that feeds White Oak
Bayou, had been studying the bayou for years and understood its naturally
wild moments along with its highly cultivated aspects. A transplant to
Houston, he grew up on the West Coast in a little town with a little stream
where his appreciation lor hiking, biking, the outdoors, and water was

cultir,'ated. He says: "There is a real need to get out and walk a site. I call it
'boots on the ground.' No matter how flat and boring you think it is, there
is alr,vays something to discover. Houston is anything but flat and boring."

At the Mercy of Water
Larry Speck, FAIA, senior principal at Page, explained that the design
approach for the complementary buildings of the park encompassed thre e

tenets: First, the buildings needed a cohesive vocabulary translatable
lrom small pavilions for solitary runners and walkers to medium pavil-
ions for SO-people reunions, and to large structures for public gatherings,

Letl "Lunar Cltcle

Lighting," created b1

artist Stephen Korns and

Ii O b seru at oire In te rna-

tional.

Below The Cistern,

a concrete holding tank
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musical performances, or yoga classes. Secondly, the architecture needed

to address the powerful effects of water on the site. Thirdly, all the build-
ings needed to offer an extension ofthe park experience. The language
Page developed includes board-formed concrete, deep shade trellises of
steel that filter sunlight, a robust presence ofhefty concrete piers, the
elevation ofslabs offthe ground and above the flood line, and a blurring
between indoors and outdoors.

"We wanted to develop a cohesive vocabulary for all the buildings, but
also offer a response for the flood-prone site," Speck says. "It's meant to
be a drainage way. The solution had to be tough and withstand the abuse

of torential water with hundreds of pounds of tree trunks floating down."
When the Cistern at Buffalo Bayou Park (a subterranean, concrete

drinking-water reservoir built in 1926) was decommissioned in the early
2000s due to an irreparable leak, discussions about its use surfaced even

u,hile the city looked for a demolition contractor. Lisa Gray, writing in
the Houston Chronicle, described the cavernous, columned space as

"stunningly, startlingly beautiful: an industrial cross between a cavern
and a cathedral." Could it be parking? Or maybe mulch storage? "Can
\{'e preserve an amazing artifact, and how can we program it in a mean-
ingful way?" Speck muses. It was Shanley who named it the "Cistern,"
and a program was developed for the space that included an art and
sound installation.

Melanie Starman Bash, AIA, senior associate at Page, was the project

architect and manager. Once Speck handed the butter paper and pencil

sketches to her, she led the development of the drawings all the way to con-
struction documents. "Larry is very good about letting us find ways to make

his design happen," she says. "He trusts us to make his vision happen."
It was a complex project to develop, as fundraising was concurrent with

the work and planning yielded various deliverables based on how much
could be raised. Schemes with and without restaurants were submitted for
permitting; the Cistern repurposing didn't follow the rules of classification
and occupation for the city; and parking was a challenge.

While the Kinder Foundation funds had been earmarked for the land-
scape design, the funds for the buildings were an unknorvn in the equation.
"It was a very start-and-stop process with lots ofvariables and changes,"

Bash says. 'And permitting was an extreme challenge since this is in the
flood plain. so flood control issues were very difficult to navigate." That's
not to speak ofthe surprises during site work, and that along the way, the
city required proof that what was drawn was built. It was also challenging,
Bash says, to construct buildings with flat rooflines that look light and airy
but house deep mechanical walls, several detailed layers ofwood and steel,

and 4-ft-by-3-ft reinforced concrete columns.
Nonetheless, Bash persevered and understood the immensity of the

project's ability to transform the city. "Opening day was amazing, to go

out and see people using the park. Even before it officially opened, there
was a definite buzz and excitement surrounding the project. I run on the
trails during my lunch and am very much rewarded by seeing people
enjoy all ofthe diflerent elements that this new destination has to offer.
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You have to respect the environment around you and realize you are at

the mercy ofwater. You have to think carefully about the construction
and choose materials that can stand up to that much water."

The Happiness Proiect
Scott McCready, the design team lead from SWA, strolled through the

park pointing out its natural nooks and crannies: the redbuds, syca-

mores, Mexican plum trees, soil depths, slopes, grasses, cylindrical
lamp posts, and interventions where nature meets design and engineer-

ing. He described the complexities of the site as a "cauldron of forces,"

beyond being a major natural drainage channel through the central busi-

ness district. How can landscape design revitalize a historic waterway to

elevate social interactions and increase cultural and business value for the

city's identity? He pointed to various stretches of the park and drew loops

around bridges with his finger on a way finding marker near The Water

Works building. 'As the trails go west, it's progressively more bucolic, and

after Shepherd, it's wholly wild bayou and goes into private lots," he said.

One of those private lots is where Guy Hagstette, FAIA, grew up

swinging on rope swings into the bayou waters. Hagstette was the project

manager for the Buffalo Bayou Park project for BBP, and lrom his office on

Travis Street near Market Square in downtown Houston, he chronologi-
cally recounted how the park project came to be.

The park unlolded in multiple phases: It was the bridges, then the

trails, lollowed by the landscape and site lighting, and it had multiple
projects layered on top ofone another with various entities holding

"I run on the trails duing nry lunch and can see

horu reruardtng it is and how much it has changed.

Tou haue to respect the enuironment arlund)ou and
realiyl,nu are at the merclt of tuater Tou haue to

think carefulu about the construction and choose

materials that can stand up to that much Lnater"

their own jurisdictions. Calling himself a "parkitect," Hagstette has

been knolvn as a green space preacher. He brought his experiences with
Sesquicentennial Park and Disco."'ery Green to the table. Says Hagstette:

"Buffalo Bayou Park was an opportunity to change how you see the city.

There were lots of moving parts, and it was a challenge to nail down all
the pieces, from the review processes to involving all the stakeholders and

government funders, and satisfying all the requirements."
When he was a high school senior, his English teacher gave the class a last

assignment: "What makes you happv?" After pondering or,,er the answer)

he made a film about the bayou and captured moving images of its banks,

vegetation, wilderness, and sky from the \rantage point offloating along in
a canoe. "lVatching the landscape mature with its trees, wild flowers, and

plants, it is raw and natural, and I hope we learn from that," Hagstette sa,vs.

"We can and did go lorever ignoring our parks and environmental issues. But

when Houston decides to do something, it does not mess around."

Florence Tang, Assoc. AlA, is a design professional and journalist based in Houston
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Public
Performance
THE IVIDTOWN ARTS & THEATER CENTER HOUSTON N/AY BE

THE ONLY VENUE IN THE COUNTRY CREATED SPECIFICALLY

TO PROVIDE AFFORDABLE PERFORIVANCE AND GALLERY

SPACE TO A SHIFTING ARRAY OF SN/ALLARTS GROUPS

THE DESIGN BY LAKEIFTATO AND STUDIO RED WELCOIVES

THE PUBLIC WITH AN OPEN.AIR LOBBY CONNECTED TO A

PLAZA AND PUBLIC TRANSIT.

by Ben Koush, AIA

Project I/idtown Arts & Theater Center Houston

Client M idtown Arts & Theater Center Houston

Architects LakelFlato, Studio RED Architects

Design Team LakelFlato: Ryan Jones, AIA: Ted Flato, FAIA; Erica Goranson; Kerry

Phillips, AIA: Studio Red: Bill Neuhaus, FAIA; Pete Ed Garrett, AIA: Jared Wood' AIA;

Liz Ann Cordill, AIA; Chris Castaneda; Kathy Seal

Photographers Luis Ayala; Theater interiors: Judd Haggard
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H ouston's newest rheater, the MATCH (N,Iidtown Arts & Theater
Center Houston), u'hich opened in October 2015, is distinguished

by its unusual mission: to serve as an affordable hub for a diverse and
changing group of small to medium-sized organizations that might have
inadequate or no performance spaces of their own. According to its direc-
toq Chuck Still, the MATCH is quite possibly the only institution in the
country that supports such a program, something they discovered when
they ried to find similar facilities to study during the planning stages.

There have been publicly subsidized theaters in Houston since at least
1910, when the city paid for the construcrion of the Citv Auditorium, built
on the site of what is now theJesse H.Jones Hall for the Perlorming Arts
(1966). However, these have been planned for the richest and best-politi-
cally-connected perlorming arts organizations in the city the symphony,
opera, and ballet - or for rvell-attended popular productions musicals,
wrestling events, rodeos, and circuses. Smaller groups have been left to
their own devices. The Alley Theatre, for example, started in a small, back-
alley building in 1947 before moving up in the art world. Eventually, the
Alley built its own major downrown theater (1968), which was designed by
rvell-known New York City architect Ulrich Franzen, FAIA.

Today, perhaps, upward mobility in the art world is harder to achieve,
and many established arts groups that have been around for quite some
time are still forced to cope with inadequate spaces in out-of-the-way loca-
tions. In 2003, a group of four organizations including Diverseworks,
Suchu Dance, Aurora Picture Shorv, and Infernal Bridegroom productions

- banded together ro create the Independent Arts Collaborative (IAC), a

nonprofit organization whose mission was to figure out how to build a com-
prehensive performance venue. The facilitv would not only be for the use of
its constituent members, but for anyone else in Houston needing a centrally
located, reasonably priced, and prolessional performance or gallery space.
In 2008, IAC hiredJillJewett, who had just finished a term as Mayor Bill
White's assistant for cultural aflairs, as a programming and fundraising
consultant. In addition, Emily Todd, then the Menil Collection,s deputy
director, agreed to serve as president of IAC's board of directors, which was
then being assembled.

The first big test for the group came in spring 2011, when they were
given the first chance to purchase a square block in Midtown bounded
by Main, Holman, Travis, and Francis streers. The site was previously
the parking lot for the Houston Permitting Center, which had moved to

According to its director, Cltuck Still, the AIATCH
is quite possibu the onfu institution in the cnuntr)
that supports such a prlgram, something the1,t

discouered uthen theltt tied to find similarfacilities
to studlt drri"S tlte planning stages.

a new location. After some scrambling, IAC was able to cobble together
the funds for a $250,000 down payment on the $2.5 million lot in the
short amount of time the city gave them before offering it to hungry
developers. As is typical in these kinds of projects, many people were
involved. In this case, IAC got a boost from developer Bob Schultz,
rvho earlier opened the nearby Continental Club in 1999, and who was
concurrently developing the two blocks directly south as The Mid Main

- a mid-rise, mixed-use apartment complex with some architectural
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Top The largesl theater

comes uithjust a bit oJ

architecture in the form of
b lue- painted, p atterned

concrete block ualls.

Bottom The black box

theaters are minimall2

appointed background

spaus that defer to the

ar ti s ti c p e rfo rm an c e s.
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and urban planning pretensions, designed by Rogcrs Partners ofNcw
York. Schultz agreed to guarantec the rest ofthe loan lor the property
and helped IAC to rvork out a parking deal and broker a 380 agrec-

ment with the cit,v to get $6 million in tax breaks over l5 years once the

theater project rvas complete.

Once the site was secured, IAC, which around this time had

renamed itself \{ATCH, began to address the architectural component
olthe project. The collaborative established a program (first pub-
lished in the local press at 85,000 to 90,000 sfand later pared down to
60,000 sf); a construction budget it believed it could meet ($25 million,
which did not change); and a streamlined list of potential architects (an

interesting mix of Val Glitsch, FAIA, and Perkins+Will, Gensler and

WW Architecture, LakelFlato and Studio RED, Morris Architects,
Leslie Elkins Architecture, andJackson Ryan and Kieran Timberlake).
Lake lFlato, Studio RED Architects, Val Glitsch, and Perkins+\Vill
were called back for a second round ofinterviews, from rvhich
LakelFlato and Studio RED were ultimately selected in late 201i.

Bill Neuhaus, FAIA, a partner at Studio RED (which designed the

new Houston Permitting Center and helped alert MATCH to the poten-

tial of the old parking lot) is knorvn in Houston for his inte rest in non-

profit, public projects. He says he was intrigued by this project because

of its urban design implications. He hoped that, located as it was - closc

to a light rail stop on Main Street in one of the few sections, outside

downtolvn and the Texas N{edical Center, where there is a pocket of
pedestrian activity the nert'theater could benefit lrom and help foster

a lively urban node. Perhaps even more than for Neuhaus'locus on urban
issues, Studio RED is recognized lor its theater projects, among them the

recent $46.5 million remodel of the Alley Theatre, which this author has

criticized in other publications for not attending to the subtleties ofthe
original design. Lake lFlato is quite simply the best-knor.vn Texas archi-
tecturai practice after the legendarv O'Neil Ford, FAIA.

Neuhaus, Pete Ed Garrett, AIA, (another Studio RED partner), and

Ted Flato, FAIA, came up with the building's main urban gesture: a snak-

ing, open-air lobby on which all the theaters open, running from Main
Street to Travis Street. This served the triple purpose ofphysically opening

the building to the neighborhood, allowing patrons of different shows to

commingle, and reducing construction and air-conditioning costs. Many

sidewalk critics pooh-poohed the open-air lobby, saying Houstonians

accustomed to constant, subarctic air-conditioning would not stand for it.

But with its vented upper rool big ceiling fans, and strategic dumping of
excess cold air from the theaters, the lobby after its first summer seems to

be a successful design solution that responds to, rather than ignores, Hous-

ton's Gulf Coast climate in a lively and imaginative way.

The building's main point of cntry is at the corner olNlain and

Holman streets) lacing toward thc light rail stop. Herc, the architects

created a small plaza rvith a strategically located cafe rvith outdoor-only

seating (that rvas just about to open when I visited the building in early

September 2016). The architects diagrammatically translated the rcst

olthe program into a block offour individual theaters along the north
side olthe lobby. Dubbed the "Matchboxes," they range in size from

1,300 to 4,800 sf and seat lrom 70 to 329 people. The architects located

a tl!'o-stor,v block containing a rehearsal space, gallerl' space. and

upstairs offices along the south side . (The perlormance spaces are sub-

sidized to keep their rents affordable by funds lrom Houston First, the

quasi-public organization that runs the convention center and sevcral

pcrforming arts venues, includingJones Hall, Wortham Theatcr, and

thc N{iller Outdoor Theatcr.) Oncc the schematic design was set, the

architectural team divided thc remaining u.ork among themsch'cs,

giving the theater design to Studio RED and dcsign olthe buildine's
public spaces and exterior elevations to Lake 

I 
Flato.

The theater interiors and surprisingly generous outdoor lobby are

appealing lor their extremely simple and straightlbrward design, urged

along no doubt b.v the tight budget. The theaters are entered through small,

glass-enclosed lovers rvith r.vhite walls that mitieate noise from the main
lobby and act as air locks. Inside, the Matchboxcs are all business. The two

black box theaters have black floors, walls, and ceilings, with a drop-down
grid for attaching lighting. The smaller of the two fixed-seat theatcrs is

similarly utilitarian. The only bit of d6cor is on the back and side walls of
the largest fixed-seat theater, u'hich are clad with concrete blocks cast r,vith

a diamond pattern and painted dark blue .

The exteriors are, unfortunately, not as successfully resolved. Here,

"architecture" seems to get in the r,vay of the program, which is so

elegantly expressed in the budget-restricted but clever plan and the

quiet, restrained interior spaces. The street-facing elevations are clad in
a busv collage ofdifferent kinds ofcorrugated metal paneling, described

on the N{ATCH website as being olthe "Tiventy-First Century stylized

warehouse manner." Visually, this breaks up the mass of thc building
and makes it seem smaller than it is, rvhich is problematic becausc of the

hulking masses of the apartments rising right next to it. Although the

MATCH is not a particularlv small building, rvith its jumbled facadcs, it

But utith its uented upper rooJ big ceilingfans,

and strategic dumping of excess cold airfrom the

theaters, the lobfui after its first summer seems t0 be

a successful design solution that responds to, rather

than ignores, Houston's G"f Coast climate'in a

liuefu and imaginat'iue tnalt

seems dou,nright dinkv next to such neighbors. This is not to say that the

choice of cladding corrugated metal is the problem, but rather its

agitated deployment. In Houston, this material has been associated with
buildings lor the arts since it was used on the storicd Rice Media Center

and Museum, quickly nicknamed the Art Barn, rvhich rvas built on the

campus of Rice University in 1969. Sponsored bv the French-Amcrican

art-collecting couple, Dominique andJohn dc \Ienil, the Art Barn rvas

their base ofoperations for years bcfore they opcncd their renorvncd

museum building, designcd by Renzo Piano (1987).

As another Houston arts writer told me, "Don't worrv about how it
looks; think about how it rvorks." And this ma1' realiy be the important
part. Herc, rvith the newly inaugurated \IATCH, a ragtag band of Hous-

ton art groups has persevcred in what at first secmed like an unattainable
quest. This facilitv, so prominently located on Main Street, is the rcsult

ola dozen years of hard work. The MATCH is now so popular that it
cannot host all the programs requested of it and will, in ali likelihood,

become a protot)-pe for similar institutions in other cities looking to emu-

late its enviable success.

Ben Koush, AlA, is an architect and writer based in Houston
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by Ryan Flener, Assoc. AIA

Project Dallas Fire Station 27

Client City of Dallas

Architect Perkins+Will

Design Team Ron Stelmarski, AIA; PhilCallison, AIA; Kent Pontious; Ashwin Toney;

Meredith Hunt, Assoc. AIA: Tori Wickard, AIA; Gardner Vass: Lauren Love; Matthew

Johnson

Photographers Thomas McConnell; James Steinkamp Photography
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The sereniqt of the generic citl is achieoed b1t the etacuation of the publie realm, as in

an emergenc2 fire drill. The urban plane nou onfi accommodates necessar) moaement,

fundamentall2 the car; highua2s are a superior aersion of bouleuards and pla4q taking

more and more space; their design, seemingfi aimingfor automotiae fficiency, is infoct
surprisingl2 sensual, a utilitarian pretense entering lhe domain of smooth space. 

-Frem
Koolhaas, "The Generic City," 1995, The Monacelli Press, p. l25I

S o often what we rate as "good" architecture falls somewhere
between materially luxurious and technically alternative, on some

imaginary dial. We forget that the generic city model that American
postwar culture fought so hard to attain is actually worth considering for
some architectural purposes. Fire Station 27 is a prime example. Strategi-
cally located along Northwest Highway at the Dallas North Tollway,
Dallas'newest fire and rescue station, No. 27, is proof that efficiency,
economy, and utility serve as successful guides to designing for America's
car-centric urban culture. And while these rational principles are chal-
lenged more and more each day in our growing cities, they continue to be

useful when it comes to putting out fires.

In roughly 45 seconds, a four-member fire and rescue team can be out
ofbed, suited up, safely secured in their apparatus (otherwise known as

a firetruck), and en route to any array ofunfortunate circumstances that
has come about. 'All of this is practiced thoroughly," said Ron Stelmar-
ski, AIA, project designer at Perkins*Will. 'Architecturally speaking,
it's about creating a framework that supports this efficiency reliably and

efficiently, and then finding interesting ways to integrate the building
with its surrounding community. It's kind of backwards, but that's the
nature of the building type and the main intent for the design."

Programmatically speaking, the building begins with the apparatus bay,

a sort olmechanical command hub with which all things fire and rescue

begin and end. The design provides nvo "pass-through" lanes - four total
apparatus bays - and features high-speed bi-parting doors at the front and

In roughly 45 seconds, a team of four fire E
rescue men and u)Tmen can be Tut 0f bed, suited
uP, sqfeb secured in their apparatus (othenlise

lcnorun as afiretruck), and en rlute to an;t arra) 0f
urfortunate circumstances that has clme about.

overhead doors at the rear. Trucks can pull in from the rear without having
to stop tramc on the busy highway. A bar of utility rooms lines the interior.

Each bay is equipped with drop-down hose reels conveying air,
water, and electricity, as each apparatus may be literally plugged in
between each run in order to recharge. When the siren sounds, the
bay doors open, and as the firetruck departs, the hoses detach quickly.
Being this type ofmechanical hub, the apparatus bay and the vehicles
require constant maintenance and cleaning; thus, it is the primary
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main moae, to locate

the apparatus ba2 and

t he f ref ghter s' q uart ers

side-b2tide, as opposed to

Jront-to-back, is expressed

clearfi on thefacade.

Facing The apparatus

bal runs through the

building with doors ;fore

and qft, so trucks don't

haae to back in.

This page The building

opens to the community. A

fitness room hangs ouer the

apparatus bay.
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Fire Station 27 is thefirst of a neru generation of

firehousufor a neru generation of f"u E rescue

personnel ruorking in a compkx suburban transition.

social space at the station. As if the analogy between man and machine
hadn't already been made completely clear, a full-glass fitness room
hung above the apparatus bay serves as a reminder, it also acts as a form
of skylight for the bay itself.

Opposite the apparatus bay lie the more intimate social spaces:

a day room, kitchen, break room, and small outdoor patio. Located
above on the second level are the partial living quarters - three
bunk rooms that can sleep up to l2 personnel at a time, plus offices
for the chief, captain, and lieutenant. The finishes are bare, and the

scale reminds you more of a college dorm than an apartment or hotel
room, yet it's this transient nature of the firehouses that makes them
so efficient in a job where seconds really do matter. This transient ele-

ment separates firehouses from residential and healthcare buildings;
firehouses are something far more civic-minded.

"What we trie d to do was take these two main elements of the fire-
house (people and machines) and connect them by way of something more

public and engaging," says Stelmarski. "By opening to the street, the

intent was to bring in some north light and give a glimpse of the station

to the community." Indeed, the light in this two-story space is unlike that
in any other firehouse you've likely entered. In collaboration with a local
aluminum craftsman, the glossy red painted panels provide a delightful
media for a graphic history and even a small exhibit at the ground level.

Stelmarski continues, "We wanted to set a new standard of quality lor the
fire department, so that meant elevating everything from the presence on

the street to the day-to-day interior experience."

For the passing driver, the building is immediately striking as it abruptly
contrasts with the beige world around it. The use of in-situ concrete not

only makes the building appear more durable than its neighboring struc-

tures, it sends a message of permanence in a context of fleeting disposabil-
ity. The 16-ft-tall "27" cast into the wall in Helvetica font is a more literal
example. The glossy red panels, as a light and playful skin, thus have some

balance and grounding on the site.

It should be noted that there are no Dalmatians here, no fire poles,

and firefighters don't wear their bunker gear around the shop. In
fact, there are fewer and fewer fires to attend to, and more and more

accidents in need of rapid attention. These men and women don't claim
to be heroes, and they don't belong to the country clubs around town.
That said, they do their job with pride and have your general welfare
in mind. Fire Station 27 is the first ola new generation of firehouses

for a new generation offire and rescue personnel working in a complex
suburban transition. And if you take nothing else away from this article:
don't text and drive.

Ryan Flener, Assoc. AlA, is a designer with Baldridge Architects tn Austin
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FIRST & SECOND FLOOR PLANS
LOBBY
OAYROOM
KITCHEN
DINING ROOM
APPARATUS 8AY
WATCHROOI\,I
OUTDOOR PATIO
RAMP TO PARKING
CHIEF'S OFFICE
CAPTAIN'S OFFICE
LIEUTENANT'S OFFICE
BUNK ROOM
STUDY
UTILITY CLOSET
LAUNDRY
FITN ESS

FIRST FLOOR SECONO FLOOR

2

TYPICAL FIRE
STATION
CONFIGURATON

FIRE STATION 27
PASS-THROUGH
CONFIGURATION

APPARATUS BAY
(technology)

LIVING SPACES
(people)

2
CONNECTION TO

CO[,4 IVIUN ITY + DAYLIGHT

I Facing top The rear of the building showing the

"p a s s - through " ap p arat u s b a1 s.

Facing bottom The cast-in-place concrete ualls
telegraph a reassuringmessage of permanence to the

neighborhood.
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The
Sea

Lady Bird
t

S ECU R ITY, VENTI LATI ON, AN D DU RABI LITY CO N/ POSE TH E

BOTTON/ LINE WHEN IT CON/ES TO PUBLIC RESTROOIV

FACILITIES THE HERON CREEK RESTROON/ ON LADY BIRD

LAKE GOES BEYOND THOSE BASIC CONCERNS TO DELIVER

A CATHEDRAL-LIKE ATIVOSPHERE DIRECTED TOWARD THE

EXPERIENCE OF LIGHT

by Jack Murphy, Assoc. AIA

Project Heron Creek Restroom, a.k.a. Lady Bird Loo, Austin

Glient The Trail Foundation

Architect Mell Lawrence Architects

Design Team Mell Lawrence, FAIAI Hector Martell, AIA; Elizabeth Baird, AIA; Megan

Mowry; Emily Weigand

Photographer Whit Preston

A" a recent Thursday morning, Mell Lawrence, FAIA, stands in the

Ll.flua. alonq Lady Bi.d LuU. in Austin and talks about learning liom
nature. "What is it about this ordered chaos that makes it leel comfort-

able?" he asks olthe dappled light falling on waxy green leaves. We con-

verse as the tide ofrunners ebbs and florvs. Some stop at his nearby Heron

Creek Restrooms. The early light of late summer is sharp and highlights

the structure's thin steel edge while the interior disappears into shadow.

We walk around to observe from different angles, smartphones out, talking
about the importance ollight.

The Heron Creek Restrooms are the second park project by Mell
Lawrence Architects (MLA). Their Cotillion Park Pavilion in Dallas was

finished in 2013, and its steel canopy and mysterious red disc earned the

firm an AIA Small Project Arvard that same year. The Austin restrooms,

u,hich r'r'on a Design Award this year from AIA Austin, are put to good

use by the crowds on the Ann and Roy Butler Hike-and-Bike Trail. From

mid-February to mid-September 2016, a counter under the MoPac bridge

recorded 942,000 users on foot and bicycle.

The Trail Foundation (TTF), a nonprofit that acts as the steward of
Austin's lakefront trails, funded the restroom's construction before gilting
it to the City of Austin. Susan Rankin, TTF's executive director, said
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they began by researching park user needs by setting up a trail memory
board on site. From that study it was clear that people wanted a space that
was "light, airy, safe, and that's what [Mell] did." Previously, TTF com-
missioned restrooms by NIir6 Rivera Architects and Studio8. TTF also

provided $3 million in funds for the construction of Austin's Boardwalk,
designed by Limbacher & Godlrey Architects. MLA titled this project
Lady Bird Loo, but the public nomenclature comes lrom TTF: The small
depression near the project had no official name, but Heron Creek caught
on after Rankin repeatedly saw yellow-crowned night herons there on her
early morning runs.

The dyadic restrooms stand in a clearing between the trail and the
traffic of Cesar Chavez Street. The forms are nicely spaced offthe path,
separate enough to suggest privacy but visible enough to be secure (miracu-
lously, the location also worked for the required descent ofthe wastewater
pipe to its sewer connection). From Cesar Chavez, the plate steel lorms

shrink within the parade oftrees, but on loot they perceptually transform
into tall, patinated sails that reach up into the tree canopy.

Security and ventilation were the prime design concerns, as was

durability: The site is in the flood plain, and the structure requires
little maintenance other than the restocking of toilet paper or emp-
tying of trash cans. Lawrence said early schemes explored a single

canopy, but over time the design developed into two separate roofs

in dialogue . On both forms, the southern inner edge is creased. The
taller western structure maintains its flat top, but the shorter eastern

one is sliced so that its tip resolves to a sharp point perhaps a beak.
These simple geometric tweaks give a polyhedral personality to the
canopies. The taller one, in the imagination of the architect, is more
"motherly," while the shorter one is "shyer."

A shared porch between the restrooms opens south towards the trail.
The two footprints are identical, with their mirror line oriented toward
the entrance to Barton Creek across Lady Bird Lake, seen through an
opening in the lakeshore thicket. This alignment, scored in the concrete
slab, also approximates the sun's departure and arrival on the horizon
on the solstices. The north and south planar elevations are closed,
rudely solid but weightless; the plates hover 5 in. offthe ground - a

security feature, so that users can see ifany feet are idling nearby. The
long plates that form the canopy are unfinished steel sheets; their mill
scale is flaking off, but the shipping stamp is intact, though during con-
struction, someone, in a spasm of politcal inspiration, scrubbed offthe
"Product ofRussia" portion ofthe label.

Viewed from behind, the tall trapezoidal forms lighten to read as thin
steel sheets on a frame. Concrete walls, 10 ft tall and loosely board-formed
to result in a thick, shadow-casting horizontal joint, are held in from the
ends ofthe steel tent. Air and light pass between. Steel T-sections attach
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Previous The m2steri-

ous weathering steefforms

add n urtain air to the

business of using a public

restroom.

Facing Each building

rcmponent is pulled apart,

allowing light and air to

mot:e betueen.

This page A hackberry

limb inuades the space.

FLOOR PLAN
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Right SunLight,

c hanging throughout the

day, animates the open-

topped restrooms.

Facing An ear[t concept

sketch.

I
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to embed plates in the slab. The steel angle corners are welded to the

T-section hoops, leaving the angle's two legs to support the plate steel.

Local outfit Sarabi Studio aced the steel fabrication and small details. This

exploded assembly makes its construction legible. "When you pull things

apart," Lawrence says, "you let them each read as individual, and then, the

gaps become part of the composition. It allows the light to get in there and

change things over time."
One enters a restroom through the thick concrete wall and over a

marble threshold, the "one small touch of refinement." To shut the mill
finish stainless steel door, you use its custom fabricated, cross-shaped

door latch. The act is similar to operating a train brake or a piece of
factory machinery. "You throw it and you feel secure," says Lawrence.

Inside, the toilet is integrated into the steel storage cabinet, and the

plumbing vent extends upward above the concrete wall. There is a

concrete plinth, "originally long enough to lie on," but now shortened

to a smaller, squarish area on which to put items, dogs, or kids while

conducting one's business.

Inside the space, users are treated to the mutable experience of
light and shadow created by the roofgeometry. The shell covers the

plumbing fixtures but is otherwise open, revealing views up to the sky

and diagonally out to the other form. A hackberry limb poetically
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invades the interior of the western restroom. In fact, the whole shell

was designed to catch light in different ways. Looking across, one sees a

mix of full and partial shadows, and in the morning, a pleasing shock of
direct sunlight spikes through the space.

The drama of the tall walls, the mix of ethereal and earthy materi-

als, and the celestial views out the roofs conspire to call cathedrals to

mind, and additional touches reinforce this thought: the cross-shaped

latch, the thick walls reminiscent of a tomb, and the reverence for light.

Lawrence recalls that an early version ofthe design called for the ceil-

ing to be a "syrupy ecclesiastical blue, Iike the Virgin Mary should be

in there." As cathedrals do, these restrooms inspire calm through their

majesty and their materiality.
Standing back, Lawrence is satisfied with the project's visual results.

When asked about what knowledge informed the design, he expounds

thoughtfully: 'Just how much the sun affects howyou perceive every mate-

rial - how it renders it, how it perceives texture and form, how it changes

your perception ofthat, and how those things work together composition-

ally as the sun moves around - that's the biggest thing: that the sun is

always moving around."

Jack N/urphy. Assoc. AlA, is an architectural designer at Baldridge Architects in Austin
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Back at my desk, I could think better. Situated about as lar as pos-

sible from the floor's outer and inner windows, it pressed against

the tight brickwork ofan elevator shaft. For the part ofthe day

when I was not being lambasted, criticized, or pitied, I labored

to the sound ofsteel chains gently scraping and the pale, wistful
moan ofthe air as it rattled heavy wooden doors set on iron casters

rvhenever those small rooms approached and vanished. It's a sound

rvorn into every memory I have of that time, a song I hear when-

ever I think of my career. It remains the secret name I have for the

hopes, desires, and illusions that animated and identified me for
most of my life. - Colin Dodds, "Babel Communications"

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the ar.erage American spends

8.9 hours of the workday at w-ork (2014 statistics) - edging sleep, at 7.7

hours, as the largest allotment of time during the 24-hour period, and by far
outrveighing leisure, eating and drinking, and all other personal quotidian
activities. Thus it can be safely assumed that, until robots replace the major-

it1'of the r.r,orkforce (page l6), the environments in which we do our jobs

n ill coatinue to be as prolbundly influential on the quality oflife we enjoy

as our abilitv to get a good night's rest - a point admirably driven home bv

the above passage from a novel about an up-and-coming communications

executive in the Torver ofBabel.
The projects in this portfolio section on workplace interiors are exam-

ples ofarchitecture that takes an active role in influencing the character

and nature of experience: One is a shou,piece meant to communicate a

brand's philosophy and capabilities to potential clients, r.vhereas the other
is a rollout of an unconventional office concept meant to make employees

happier about coming to rvork.

I
Where the
Excitement Lives
lmageNet Carrollton
Renovation
E//iott + Assoclates
Architects

Unassigned
GLG Austin
Clive Wilkinson Archltects
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Where the Excitement
Lives

The recent renovation of lmageNet's

Carrollton facility by Elliott + Associates

Architects has transformed a banal,

tilt-up warehouse building into an

outlandish jewel box, rich with narrative

content.

By the 1950s, the typewriter was ubiquitous,
so it made good sense for entrepreneur Bobby
Roberson to launch a typewriter repair company
out ofhis garage in i956. Southwest Typewriter
Company evolved as technology changed, enter-

ing the imaging business two decades later with
the introduction ofanalog copiers. Copiers soon

advanced into multi-functional devices in the
1990s. When scanning capabilities were added

in the 2000s, ImageNet recognized the potential
impact on business processes and began offering
electronic document management. Today, the

company has diversified further, offering consult-
ing services, integration, and even 3-D printing
technology. Their nimbleness, foresight, and
willingness to evolve in a field of rapid change has

contributed to their success.

ImageNet's bold business approach is evident
in their architecture. Rand Elliott, FAIA, of
Elliott + Associates Architects (E+A) in Okla-
homa City has designed several locations, each
one an out-of-the-box solution that has garnered a
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F acing An un de r utili ze d

delhterlt dock was tranr

formed into a co4ference

and presentation space.

Top left Tburs kick of
in the lobb2, where a

suspended cube poses the

question, "What will Tour
solution be?"

Top right A cl.oud of
re p urp o s e d fi ling c a b ine t s

are suspendedfrom the ceil-

ing in the conference space,

representing thc transition

from papu-based s)stems to

digi t a I Wrm ation s torage.

Lelt Repurposed toner

cartridges and painted

foam packing materiak

are collaged into stulptural

wall app lications, making

a statemenl about the

c omp anlt \ sus tain abi litlt

practices.
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Top A ceiling plane of
rec2cled toner cartridges

casts shadous on the glis-

tening aluminum bubble

wrap wall panels in the

training room.

Bottom A presentation

space is treated like a black

box theater, which allows

fi e xi b i li t1.fo r.fre q u e nt

technologlt updates.
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Orange a neLU corpo-

rate coLor - couers et)er)

surJace of the break room.

few raised evebrows. The Carrollton location, ren-

ovated inJuly 2015, was no exception. The client
identified several project goals that became the

design inspiration for the project. They wanted to

tell their company story, share their philosophies,

and demonstrate to potential customers their vast

capabilities. How could they break down the com-

plexity of technology into a simple concept people

could grasp? In response, E+A devised a design

that transformed the existing space, a boring tilt-
up warehouse, into a visually compelling exhibit.

Spaces were carefully organized into a cho-

reographed procession for potential customers.

Each room tells a part of the ImageNet story.

Tours begin in a renovated loading dock that
now serves as a meeting and presentation room.

The space is spare, with concrete walls and floors

exposed, the ceiling left unfinished. Above the

conference table, an array ofsuspended painted
filing cabinet carcasses dangles from barjoists,
drawers replaced with light fixtures. The instal-
lation represents the transition from paper-based

systems to digital information storage in "the
cloud." Opposite the cabinets, an illuminated
orange cube with a large question mark prompts

the question: What is the right solution for you?

These are just the first of the follies visitors will
encounter as they tour the facility. The exhibits

act as prompts for the sales team and provide

visual references to help explain complex tech-

nology that often can't be seen or touched.

Repurposed technology waste was used

throughout the building. Elliott confided that,

ear\ on, the design team went dumpster- diving
in the warehouse for inspiration. The owners have
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conlronted head-on the reality ofthe enormous

amount ofwaste generated by the technology they
sell. The company recycles everything - lrom
cardboard boxes to foam packing materials. It
was fitting for the architecture to follow suit. E+A
held nothing back. Foam packing materials adorn

walls everywhere lrom the lobby to waiting areas

to the break room. Each painted loam piece is like
a thumbprint, formed to fit specific equipment.
Collaged together, their shapes create a sculptural

and tactile presence. Near the waiting area, a

partition wallpapered with old toner cartridges

sits opposite a large window overlooking the lawn,

alluding to natural versus man made forces. Point-
ing to a glass panel su'addled with blue plastic
wrap that serves as backdrop for a 1956 type-

writer, Elliott says, "Every time we had an oppor-
tunity to use something that was really simple and

offthe shelf, rve did it." Not only was it sood for

the bottom line, it also leveraged everyday objects

to illustrate the company's do-good philosophy.
The utilization of these recvcled waste

materials generated unpredictably sublime
environments. The training room fully
immerses visitors in the technology waste.

Inhabitants are surrounded by walls lined
floor-to-ceiling with aluminum bubble wrap.
A suspended grid ofrecycled toner cartridges
lorms an ethereal ce iling plane overhead,
blotting the otherwise shiny wall surfaces
with shadows. A pair of 30-ft-wide doors on
one wall slides open to reveal an orange glow
be-vond. Beckoning like a mirage, the room
engulfs you in orange, one ofthe company
colors. Every surface is rendered in bright
orange - ceiling, walls, floor, furniture
even the kitchen appliances. "Doesn't it feel
like oranse sherbet?" Elliott remarks with a

Facing left Simpk glax-

fronted ffices and break-

out spaees line the corridor.

Blue diaider walls displal

t he c omp an1's his tor1t,

mission, and philosoph2.

Facing right ImageNet

began in 1956 as a tlpe-

writer companl. Here, the

typewriter is presented as a

sculpture sitting atop a re-

cTcled paper pedestal with

a backdrop drepurposed

blue plastic urap.

This page The 32-plas-

ma-sereen displal in the

presentation room allows

ImageNet to demonstrate

the c omp an1 \ te c hn o loglt

to customers in real-time.

The spaee also functions
as a soeial gathering space.

smile. The experience is so exotic that visitors
forget the drab industrial surroundings.

The architectural solutions are brilliantly
simple. E+A employed a straightforward palette

ofdrywall, glass, and concrete, then inserted pops

ofcolor and texture with recycled waste products.
The quirky exhibits or follies elicit delight, and
experienced together, tell a clear and compelling
tale about ImageNet. "It's the notion of raking
something that isn't precious - a tilt-up concrete

horrible building - and recycling it and reusing
it in a way where the technology the innards,
if you will - are where the excitement lives,"
Elliott explains. The building leaves a memorable
impression. It's a surprise and that, according
to Elliott, is exactly the point.

Audrey Maxwell, AlA, is a principal at Malone Maxwell

Borson Architects.
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Unassigned

Clive Wil kinson Architects designed

GLG's new Austin off ice around the

activity-based working concept, where

employees are given a laptop, a mobile

phone, and no specifrc place to sit.

by Aaron Seward

Activity-based working (ABW) has been around
as an idea since the 1990s, though successful

implementations of it have not been deployed

until this century, when digital technology
reached a point that it could enable the office

concept. In short, ABW does away with cubicles
and assigned seating of all forms in favor of a

more fluid office environment with a variety
olspaces tuned to different activities. Work-
ers, equipped u,ith laptops and mobile phones,

can pick and choose an environment that best

suits the job at hand, whether it is a private
phone call, some quiet research, or collabora-
tive brainstorming. The notion is that getting
workers out of their silos and moving around
the office will increase productivity by fostering
the exchange ofinformation, increasing cohe-

sion among teams, and generally making people

happier about coming to work.

The new Gerson Lehrman Group (GLG)

office in downtown Austin, designed by Clive
Wilkinson Architects (CWa), is the first rollout
of ABW in Texas. Completed this summer, it is
an evolution of a design that CWa completed

for GLG's New York City headquarters a few
years ago.

CWa, which is based in Los Angeles, has

been a proponent ofABW on these shores (the

concept originated in California but has thus

far been adopted mostly in the Netherlands
and other northern European countries). In
addition to the GLG projects, CWa completed

an ABW office lor investment banking firm
Macquarie Group in Sydney, Australia, in
2009, and for advertising behemoth Publicis
North America in New York City earlier this
year. "We have found that ABW is an incred-
ibly successful tool for collaborative businesses

78 Texas Architect 1.1./1.2 2016
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Facing The architects re-

moued two column bays to

connect GLG's two flloors.
Local post oak was used to

form the raised platform,

and the expanded metal

mesh on the railings was

ako sourced in Austin.

This page The pantry

doubles as breakout

workspaces for those uho

prefer a cafe setting. Glass-

enclosed booths prouide

placesfor prirate phone

calls.
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FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH
FLOOR PLANS

I.4AIN ENTRY
HOST DESK
PLAZA
PLATFORM
BARISTA BAR
IT GENIUS 8AR
PANTRY
LIBRARY
TRAINING ROOM
OPEN OFFICE
ANCHOR POINT
ATRIUM SLAB CUT
MEDITATION ROOM

This page The architects

created a uarielt of
dffirent work areas tuned

to dffirent kinds of group

and solitarl actiuitl.

Facing The glass ualk
mclosing each co4ference room

are composed of futo subt$t

dffirent colors, a aariation

tlnt pleases the ga

needing to support knowledge sharing," says

Caroline Morris, CWa project manager on the

GLG project.
GLG, which was founded in New York City

in 1998, is a professional learning platform that
connects senior business executives to exprrts
who can advise them on strategic or operational
issues. "It's short-term, on-demand business

education," says Richard Socarides, GLG head

of public affairs and a former staffer in Bill Clin-
ton's White House. "Some people call us Match.
com for business." The company has 1,200

employees in 22 offices around the globe, the

largest of which are in New York and Austin.
In both offices, CWa created distinct neigh-

borhoods that serve GLG's different depart-
ments (the company has two primary types of
employees: software developers and client reps).

Each neighborhood contains an "anchor point"
with lockers, printing facilities, and central
filing - of which there is very little, as the

business is mostly digital. Around these nodes

are arrayed the different types ofwork spaces:

SIXTEENTH FLOOR

FIFTEENTH FLOOR
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&
communal tables with monitors; breakout tables

for small groups; cubbies for quiet research;

telephone booths for private phone calls; and

conference rooms, some of which are enclosed

in colorful glass boxes. (In the Austin office,

which is flooded with daylight, subtly differ-
ent tones of the same color were used in the

glass walls for no other reason than the visual
delight created by this variation.) In addition to

these spaces, there is a central lounge area with
residential style furniture, a group pantry with
booth seating, and a barista bar.

"We thought there were two components
important to positioning GLG in Austin,"
says CWa founder Clive Wilkinson. "One was

to acknowledge and adopt the brand values

from the New York office, and the other was to

respond to the local context in a direct way."
In Texas, CWa replicated basic layout ideas

and furniture systems from New York while ref-

erencing, in Wilkinson's words, "the Austin small

cottage porch idea." A large, raised post oak deck,

built by a local carpenter, greets visitors when they

enter the office. Other suppliers and craftspeople

from Austin were also employed: The guardrails

on the stair that rises from the deck to connect

the lower floor to the upper - CWa removed two

column bays in the office tower to connect GLG's

two stories are made from expanded metal

mesh done by a local fabricator. The LED fixtures

that light the double-height space are from Ketra,
which is based in Austin, and can be adjusted to

any color, an ideal setup lor the company, which
hosts clients and throws parties in the space.

Another difference between the New York
and Austin offices can be found at the barista

bar: In Austin, it's much more in demand.

"There was a discussion about why is it that
there are no lines in New York, but there are in
Austin," Wilkinson says. "I think Austin people

feel comfortable standing around chatting,
whereas New Yorkers don't. It's a great social

mixer having a barista. The workers place orders

and stand around and talk to people. It breaks

the ice much more than a self-serve pantry
would. Plus, it's really good coffee."

Aaron Seward is editor of Texas Architect.
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Fair housing adtocate

John Henneberger sajts

architects should be

citiryns first, keeping in

mind their responsibility

to societ;t at large.

The Ethical Voice

Fair housing champion and MacArthur Foundation

Fellow John Henneberger has been f ighting

neighborhood segregation for 40 years. He's

now bringing his message to a new generation of
architects.

by Patrick Michels

Forty years ago, a few young architects in
Austin riled a righteous sense ofinjustice inJohn
Henneberger, and it still drives him today.

Henneberger is a champion olfair housing

in Texas, a 2014 MacArthur Foundation Fellow

who has latelv used his platlorm to plead his case

to a new cohort olyoung architects, reminding
them oltheir responsibility to help end neigh-

borhood segregation. Through his work with
communitl, development corporations and as

co-founder of the Texas Low Income Housing
Inlormation Service, Henneberger partners with
architects to help low-income communities of
color fight lor fair housing.

Back in 1974, Henneberger rvas a student at

the University ofTexas, rvatching as new devel-

opment swiftly remade Clarksville, an African-
American community in \\'est Austin established

by lreed slaves. The streets were dirt and the
drainage was poor, but Clarksville's vibrant
community and its proximity to downtown made

it an enticing spot for wealthy new Austinites.

Renters were displaced and rising property taxes

chased old homeowners away, and while the new

residents in big houses were easv to blame, the
primary agents of gentrification preceded them.

"The damn first people who came into
Clarks'r,ille, they were architects who could not

see the harm," Henneberger says. "They could

never ... understand the impact of building box
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-Eafter box ol $90,000 houscs and tearing down

affordable rental housing." They took care to

build homes respectlul of the neighborhood's his-

toric style, but tore apart its human fabric in the

process. Henneberger helped organize a com-

munity development group in Clarksville, which
stopped the city's plans to clear blocks of homes

lor an east-west expressway, but failed to prevcnt

displacemcnt lrom rising home prices.

Five years later, the city announced plans to

level homes in the Guadalupe neighborhood,

east ofdowntown near the French Legation.

Politicians imagined clearing a grand urban park
around the lcgation. demolishine blighted homes

and pushing out Hispanic and Alrican-American
residents in the process. Guadalupe residents

Iirst tried protesting at City Hall, then turned to
a young architect in their neighborhood. Tom
Hatch, FAIA, lived and worked in an old house

a block east olthe legation, and had an interest

in low-income housing. He had helped design

a $30,000 house to stem the gentrification of
Clarksville and was dismayed to learn residents

couldn't even secure loans to build one. Afford-
able housing, he learned, was no solo job. Hatch
enlisted Henncberger to help his neighbors

organizc. Thcy surveyed residents in homes that

could be targeted for demolition, developed a list

of priorities wheelchair ramps, new roofs, and

bathroom repairs - and pitched the city on a new

plan. Instead of tcaring down Guadalupe, they'd

fix up the homes around the legation and keep the

community in place. With city funding, the group

bought vacant lots and built low-cost rental homes

for people in the community.

Since then, Hatch has gone on to make

affordable housing a central part ofhis practice,
Hatch + Ulland Owen Architects. "If you're
interested in improvine the health of a commu-

nity," Hatch says, "tend to the less fortunate, and
it'lI be a healthier community."

What struck Hennebcrger most about Hatch's
role in Guadalupc was how he put his skills at the

community's disposal.

"The architect helped people get a voice on

the future of their lives and their community in a
way that thcy couldn't have done otherwise," he

says. "It wasn't that the architect was this magic
sole-practitioner problem-solver; it's just that the
architect accepted a role to engage at the table

with that community."
Henneberger hopes that's an example that

can inspirc a new generation of civic-minded
architects, and over the last two years, he's been

sharing his vision in speeches to The University
ofTexas School ofArchitecture graduates, the

National Association of Collegiate Planners Con-

ference, and the Austin chapter of the American
Institute of Architects.

An architect is both artist and technician, but
Henneberger says there's a more fundamental
role built into thejob, too: They are citizens first,
responsible for the well-being and equity of the

community in which they work. Alongside the

builder, banker, and realtor, Henneberger says,

only the architect represents the greater society

when a new space is planned. "I think the archi-
tect has an ethical and a moral mandate to bring
those issucs to that table and make sure thev're

discussed," he says.

"You're not going to let them build a

building that's going to fall down because it
would be unethical to do, and it would get

them in trouble in the long run," Henneberger
says. "I want to suggest that in the same way,
it's unethical, and it's going to get them into
trouble in the long run, for people to be doing
things which don't take down walls of eco-
nomic and racial inequality."

84 Texas Architect 1.1/12 20L6

Patrick lvlichels is a writer based in Austin.
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Fadtng Homestead Oaks

Apartmenh, a 140-

unit afordable housing

deaelopment in Austin,

duigned b1 Hatch + Ul-
land Owen Architects.

This page Franklin Gar-

dens (top) and La Vista

de Guadalupe (bottom) -
two other Austin ffird-
a b le hou s ing deu e lopment s

by H+UO.
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ANIMALIS
Dharmesh Pate[, Associate AIA
Autumn Ewalt, Artist

JULES BUCK JONES
Ju[es Buck Jones, Artist

WEST SHOP I COOK SHOP
A[isa West, Landscape Designer
Travis Cook, DesignerINSTALLATIONS

BY EAST SIDE COLLECTIVE
Tim Derrington, AIA
Witson Hanks, Associate AIA

0TA+
Kory Bieg, AIA

Hosted by wa[er creek conservancy watlercreek.org creekshow.com
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It's Alive!
Creek Show 2O16 is
back with 10 nights
of free tight-based
art instattations
atong Walter Creek. The Creek Zipper

Kory Bieg, AIA
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Texas Society of Architects Honor Awards

The Texas Societ_v of Architects announced the recipients olits 2016 Honor Awards on August 26.

Honorees will be recognized at various events during the Society's 77th Annual Conr.ention and

Design Expo, to be held in San Antonio on November 3-5, 2016.

Medal for Lifetime Achievement in Honor of
Llewellyn W. Pitts, FAIA

Sinclair Black, FAIA, Austin

Professor Sinclair Black's 50-year career in
professional practice and architectural educa-

tion demonstrates a lifetime of courageous

accomplishment in urban planning and the built
environment. His career has included signifi-

cant advancement ofstandards for urban public

spaces and innovative master planning. Black

has been a visionary in advocating for the impor-

tance olnatural environments w'ithin Austin's

urban core, and in the revitalization ofthe city's

dolvntown streetscapes. Black has also pro-

foundly influenced generations of architects and

planners as an educator, and has produced many

publications, learned articles, and lectures in
support of AIA and the profession. His contribu-

tions have lelt the state richer in its urban fabric

and will continue to shape it for years to come.

Regarding the Great Streets Master Plan, for

which Black served as project principal, one sup-

porter of his nomination commented, "ln2022,
Austinites rvill look back on a 20-year effort that

completely translormed downtown, tip our hats

to Sinclair Black, and say, 'Thank you."'

Architecture Firm Award

Mi16 Rivera Architects, Austin

TxA's 2016 "Firm of the Year" Mir6 Rivera Architects has established an

international reputation for excellence in architectural design and leader-

ship. Through projects such as "Bridge & Guest House," which launched

them onto the international stage, thc Circuit of the Americas Formula

I track/performancc venue, and Chinmaya l'Iission, a Hindu temple

described as "something of India and something of Texas," the firm has

advanccd the quality of the built environment and ruly raised the bar for

AIA and prolcssional practice. Design principalsJuan Mi16, FAIA, and

Miguei Rivcra, FAIA, have also made significant contributions to architec-

tural and planning higher education, inspiring a generation ofstudents as

educators and mentors.

"I believe it is their compassion their humane, even loving approach

- that has resulted in such great work," noted one colleague, who went

on to comment on the firm's contributions in the context of globalization

and homogenization ofculture: "Their rvork and their very selves are both

global and uniquely local. They are proving that as architects, rve have the

ability and the power to lead the way to a rvorld that is beautiful, relevant,

and flourishing for all." r
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liecognition

Award for Community Service in Honor of
James D. Pfluger, FAIA

Paul Dennehy, AlA, Fort Worth

Award for Young Professional Achievement in
Honor of William W. Caudill, FAIA

Award for Excellence in the Promotion of
Architecture through the Media in Honor of
John G. Flowers, Hon. AIA

The Building Arts Group, San Antonio

Gitation of Honor

Jennifer Workman, AlA, Dallas

Associate Member of the Year

Downtown Dallas, lnc.

Honorary Membership

R. Wilson Hanks, Assoc. AlA, Austin

Mentorship Award

AIA Dallas Latinos in Architecture Network, Dallas

DOWNTOWN

DALLAS INC

Nancy A. Nasher & David J. Haemisegger, Dallas

Linda Owen. Dallas r
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w The American
Institute
of Architects

ame an architect
ke a long-lasting
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people live and use space.),
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Joseph Lai, AIA Member since 2O[2
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Texas Society of Architects 25-Year Award

IC E

Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Museum
The LBJ Presidential Library, located on the
campus of The University of Texas at Austin, is

an icon of modern architecture. It was designed

by Gordon Bunshaft, FAIA, of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill in 1966 and dedicated in 1971,

and leatures a 10-story monolithic mass placed

alone within a large promontory-like plaza.
The east and nest walls create supporling

planes for a plinth-like cap, which houses the
president's office, research spaces, and meet-

ing rooms. The exterior is clad with travertine
and presents a stoic and protective presence for
the image of the library as a place to hold and
protect the papers, documents, and objects from
Lyndon B.Johnson's presidency. In an interview
for the Chicago Architects Oral History Project,
Bunshaft cited the strength ofPresidentJohnson,
who was then at the pinnacle ofhis polver, as

well as the dramatic site, as inspiration for the
building's monumenral design.

The most notable of the library's interior
spaces is the six-story Great Hall. Bunshaft felt
strongly that rather than placing the archives in
a vault, the public ought to be made aware of the

30 million documents housed within the build-
ing. The resulting design features a monumental
travertine staircase leading up to a glass box
holding the library's papers, which are filed in
thousands ofred boxes adorned with gold presi-

dential seals, creating a rich pattern.
In 2009, Overland Partners, with ARCHI-

TEXAS, undertook a renovarion of the library
to resolve issues that had plagued it since its
early years, as well as problems that had devel-

oped over decades of use and exposure to the
elements. Praised for respecting the genius of
Bunshaft's work, the firm's main contributions
included the installation of a colorful mural and
replacement of the original fountains with raised
planters, both in honor ofthe environmental
legacy of Lady BirdJohnson.

The 25-Year Award will be presented to
SOM during the Second General Session at the
Texas Society olArchitects' 2016 Convention
and Design Expo in San Antonio. r
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REGISTER TODN

ADVOCATE
FOR YOUR
PROFESSION

20!7

Texas architects will convene at the Texas State Capitol
for the fourth biannual Advocates for Architecture Day.

Join us to meet with state legislators to promote the
importance of architecture and design.

Texas
Society of
Architects

texasa rch itects.org,/advocates

ADVOCATES FOR
ARCHITECTURE DAY
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Camille Jobe, AIA, Ada Corral, AIA
Jobe Corral Architects

"Wc kncw our garage apartment could only be 5OO
square feel, andlwe envisioned a boring box. Thanks to
Camilie, who designed an amazing cathedral ceiling of
tumbli:r wood, tiur siiace looks {ar from that!"

lvlichelle Kinney. homeowner

--rT-.1
F

An architect is the key

ingredient to any successful
building project. There's
reassurance knowing design
ideas, materials, and their cost
implications have been carefully
researched and discussed, and
spaces have been measured
accurately -you know all the
pieces will fit together. An
architect is trained to see the big

picture - to understand your
needs, and shape the right
materials into beautiful, functional
spaces for people to enjoy.

Find your architect at
aiaaustin.org
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Consultants sTRUcTURAL: lngenium, RDP Engineers:
LANOSCAPE ARCHITECT: SWA GroUp: MEP: Page: cIvIL] United
Engineers

RCSOUTCES MASSARANDUBA: US LUMbET BTOKETS: IPE CLIP:

The lpe Clip Fastener Company; cLAztNG: PPG (Bristol Glass)i

CURTAINWALL: Tubelite (Bristol Glass): CERAMTC TtLE: Daltile

(Blandon Tile); METAL SUNSHAoEST Ametco

Contractor Balfour Beatty

CONSUITANTS PROJECT MANAGER: RosS AnderS: sTRUcTURAL

ENGTNEER: AEC; ctvtL ENGTNEER: Big Red Dog; MEp: Kent Consult-
ing Engineers

Resources BoaRD FoRMED coNcRETE wALLs & sLABs: HR

I\y'aTc: STRUCTURAL ANO INTERIoR sTEEL: Sarabi StUdio; ELECTRI.

CAL SUBCoNTRACTOR: Lighthouse Electrical: ELECTRTcAL SUp-

PLIER: Spectrum Lighting. Crawford Electric

Contractor Bartlett Cocke General Contractors

COnsultantS crvtL ENGTNEER: Pacheco Koch: sTRUcTURAL

ENGINEER: Jaster Quintanilla; MEP ENGTNEER: B&H Engineers;
LANOSCAPE ARCHTTECT: David T. Retzsch Design; FtRE STATTON

PLANNTNG coNSULTANTS: TCA Architecture-Planning: METAL

PANEL ARTTST: lntaglio Composites; coMMtSstoNtNG: Facality

Perrormance Associates

Resources coNcRETE: (Consys Concrete Corp.): poLtsHED

CONCRETE FLOORTNG: (Stain & Stamp); MASONRy CMU: Texas

Building Products (Father and Son i.4asonry): STRUCTURAL STEEL

FABRICATION: (C&F Steel Company); STRUCTURAL STEEL EREC-

TloN: (K&O Welding): DEcoRATtVE METAL, METAL sTAtRs, sTAtN-

LESS STEEL: (Casteel t\rfg.): pLAST|C LAMTNATE FACEO CABTNETS:

Wilsonart Laminate (Mike Conkle's Custom Cabinets)i BtTUMt-

NOUS OAMPROOFING: W.R. Meadows (Southwest Construction
Services); FLUID aPPLtED WATERPROOF|NG: Carlisle (Southwest
Construction Services); SYNTHETtC STUCCO SYSTEM: Parex
(Southwest Lath and Plaster); THERMAL tNsuLATtoN: Owens
Corning. Thermaliber (Barber Specialties); CORRUGATED METAL

PANELS:Berridge(Berbice Corporation): MODtFtED BTTUMTNOUS

ROOFING:GAF(Roof by NichoIaS); ETCHED sHEET METAL PANELs

(FABRtcATtON ONLy): AIS Metal Fabricator: ETcHED sHEET METAL

PANELS (PAINTtNG AND ETCHTNG):lntaglio Composites(AlS i/etal
Fabricator)i HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES: Curries (Piper
Weatherford); WOOD DOORS: VT lndustries (Piper Weatherrord):
FOUR-FOLD DOORS: Door Engineering (ABC Doors o,f Dallas);

ovERHEAD sEcTtoNAL DooRs: Ctopay (ABC Doors of Dallas);

STOREFRoNT AND cURTAtNWALL: Kawneer (CampbeI Glaass

& Mirror); cLAZING: Guardian Sunguard (Campbell Glaass &
lvlirror): GLAZING (STAtNEo cLASS PUBLTC ARTTST): Rex Kare

Studio; GYPSUM BOARD: Georgia Pacific (Barber Specialties);
TILING: Knoxtile (N/ike Barton Tile); ACOUSTTCAL pANEL CEtLtNGS:

Armstrong (Barber Specialties): REStLtENT ATHLETTC FLOORTNG:

Mondo Flooring./One Source Commercial Flooring (Z Flooring):
WALL PROTECTION: lnpro Corporation, Korogard (Chatham
Worth): TOILET ACCESSORIES: Gamco, Bobrick (Chatham Worth);
RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCEST Bosch, GE (l\.4anna Distributors); FOOD

SERVICE EQUIPMENT, STAINLESS STEEL COUNTERTOPS, ANO MILL-

WORK: (Edward Don & Company); SOLTD SURFACE COUNTERTOPS:

Corian (l,4ike Conkle's Custom Cabinets); eUARTz COUNTERTOPS:

Hanstone (Mike Conkle's Custom Cabinets); ENTRANCE FLOOR

GRILLES: NIats (Bartlett Cocke General Contractors): HyDRAULtC

PASSENGER ELEVATOR: Thyssen Krupp (Thyssen Krupp): FtRE

SUPPRESSION: (Genesis Fire Protection): pt_UMBtNG FTXTURES:

American Standard (Barrera Plumbing): SOLAR HOT WATER HEAT-

ING SYSTEM: Lochinvar (Barrera Plumbing): PHOTOVOLTATC SyS-
TEMs: Axium Solar (Al Wright & Associates): CONcRETE pAvERs:

Pavestone (Arlington Pavers)

Contractor Durotech ceneral Contractors

Consultants LANDscApE ARcHlTEct: office of James Burnett:

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Architectural Engineers Collaborative;

CIVIL ENGINEER: Walter P lvloore; ACOUSTIC ENGINEER: Jaffe
Holdeni THEATER CONSULTANT: Schuler ShooK: FIRE PRoTEc.

TION ENGINEER: Jensen Hughesi MEP ENGTNEER: Collaborative
Engineering Group

Contractor LINGO Construction Services

Consultants srRUcruRAL ENGTNEER: Wallace Engineering

Resources coNcRETE FLooR: Cantera Concrete Company;
BLACK LAMINATE,/ORANGE LAMINATE: WiISONATTJ WALL PAINT:

Sherwin WiIIiamS: FILING cABINET PAINY: Linetec: BLAcK wALL

BASE/ORANGE FLooRING: Johnsonite: BLAcK & GRAY cARPET:

Atlas Carpet Mills: WlllTE WALL BASE/cRAy CARpET TRANST-

TloN: Burke; GLAsS: Binswanger glass: STOREFRONT SYSTEM:

Traco; LtcHT FTLTERS: Lee Filters; MtLLwORK: Contemporary
Cabinets: POLYCARBONATE PANELS: Polygal: OVERHEAO OOOR

SHAOE: Lutron; FOIL-FACED BI,JBBLE wRAP: Reflectixl EAMEs

MOLDEO FIBERGLASS ARMCHAIR, BLACK. CHROME WIRE BASE:

Herman lvliller (Design Within Reach): HERMAN MILLER AERoN

CHAIR: Herman N/iller (JA N/arshall); RAND TABLE: Room and
Board; JIVE MIO-BACK CHAIR: i,4odway; UMBRA OH CHATR: Umbra
(The Container Store); cUSTOM FURNTTURE: Artformt ALULTTE

DINING TABLE: Southern AIUminum: GLASS SLIDING DooR:

C.R. Laurence; STAINLESS STEEL vERTtCAL pULL BAR; Hager:

BLACK INDUSTRIAL CURTAIN: Akron Curtain & Divider: DOOR: VT
lndustires; SLIDING OOOR: Contemporary Cabinets: ORANGE

PLExIGLASS: Plexiglas; PLExtcLASS GRApHtCS,/ORACAL VtNyL

FILM: Orafol (Artrorm); FIXTURES: Toto (Designer Hardware),
Gerber: FLUoREScENT sTRtp LrcHT,/FLUoREscENT stDE MouNTED

STRIP LIGHTS,/FLUORESCENT UNDERcoUNTER LIGHT: Lithonia
Lighting (Smith Lighting Sales): FLUORESCENT SLEEvE: Lee

Filterst ADJUSTABLE REcEssEo LtcHTtNG; Spectrum Lighting

Contractor Harvey Cleary Builders

Consultants AssoctaTE ARcHtTEcT: STG Designi pRoJEcT

MANAGEMENTT Aquila Commercial: MEp ENGTNEER: IVIEJ & Associ-
ates: STRUoTURAL ENGTNEER: Campbell & Associates; acousTtc
CONSULTANT: JEACOUStiCSi LIGHTING DESIGNER: LightiNg WOrK.

shop, New York

Resources cusroM ExpANoED METAL MEsH sysrEM - cEtLtNG:
Sarabi Studio: CUSTOM WOODWORK: dTank. Hewn, Georgetown
Woodworks; HARDwARE: Rockwood: DooR: RACO, lnnovations;
ARCHITECTURAL GLAss,/GLAzING: PUIp Studio: PAINT; Benjamin
[,4oore; CARPET: lnterface, l\.4ohawk, Bentley; CEtLtNG: Newmat,
Armstrong Ceiling Tiles; HARDWOOD FLoORtNG: Hardwood
Designs: REStLtENT FLooRtNG: Nora Systems, Key Resin Com,

PANy; LAMINATE: NevamaT, WiISonart; wINDow TREATMENTS:

Draper; SIcNAGE: Austin Architectural Graphics: IExTtLE TREAT-

MENTS: Nano-Tex, Crypton, Ny'icrobant UpHOLSTERy: t\.4aharam;

WORKSTATIONS: dTanK, Vitra; woRKBAYS: FMG, Inc: woRKSTA"
TIONS,/TASK SEATING: HAWOrth: CONFERENCE SEATING: VitrA:
LOUNGE/RECEPTION SEATING: Bernhardt, Vitra. T,4uuto; CAFETE-

RIA/DlNlNG SEATTNG: Vitra, dTank: OTHER SEATTNG: Quinze and
MiIAn; CONFERENCE AND SIDE TABLES: VitTa: REcEPTIoN DEsK:

CWa Design, Fabrication by Hewn; StOE TABLES: Arflexi OTHER

TABLES: Andreu World: FtLES,/LOCKERs/CUBtCLES: Bisley: FTLES:

Haworth; PLUMBING FtXTURES,/F|TTtNGST Kohter, Elkayi RECESSED

LTGHTTNG: Cooper, Atlantic Lightingt TRACK LtcHTtNG: Lazer,
Ketra: TASK AND FLUORESCENT LtcHTtNGt Cooper: pENDANTS,/

CHANDELIERS: Lukas, Tech Lighting, Ketra; OTHER LtcHTtNG: Dals
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Acme Brick ............... IFC-1
817 332 4101
bseidel@brick.com
www.brick.com

AG&E Associates ......................................... 33
2145207202
sagrawal@ageassociates.com
www.ageassociates.com

Amarillo Museum of Art ....................-........ 19
806 371 5050
amoa@actx.edu
www-amarilloart.org

Architexas ..................... 13
21474A4561
dallas@architexas.com
www.architexas.com

Armor Glass lnternational ......................... 82
713 213 5080
michael@armorglass.com
www.armorglass.com

PeteBen Aluminum ..................................... 70
800722?523
jsnyder@petersenmail.com
www.pac-clad.com

Pilkington North America - NSG Group .. 28
4t9247 3895
sharon.urban@nsg.com
ww.nsg.com

Schuler Shook .............. 95
t4747 A300
dallas@schulershook.com
ww.schulershook.com

Studio Outside ............. 10
2t49347t60
www.studiooutside.com

The Wagner Companies ............................. 10
4142t40441.
mwojtycski@mailwagner.com
ww.wagnercompanies.com

Total CAD Systems ...................................... 14
28LM56L6L
ppadamada@tcadsys.com
www.tcadsys.com

York Metal Fabricators ............................... 95
800 255 4703
grantyork@yorkmetal.com
www.yorkmetal.com

Avadek ................. ..........22
713 944 0988
sales@avadek.com
www.avadek,com

BlacksonBrick ............................................ BC
214 855 5051
info@blacksonbrick.com
www.blacksonbrick.com

BMC...................... ... 19.25
2815692579x525
marvininfo@bmcselect.com.
ww.buildwithbmc.com

Boral Building Products ............................. 31
800 5267255
boralcs.department@boral.com
www.boralbuildingproducts.com

Continental Cut Stone ................................. 4
2547932329
robt@continentalcutstone.com
www.continentalcutstone.com

Cy Young lndustries .................................... 19
800 729 2610
nancy@cyyoungseating.com
www.cyyoun gseati ng.com

Hanwer Architectural Products ............... 34
a00 426 4242
inf o@hanoverpavers.com
www.hanoverpavers.com

Hunt & Joiner ............... 95
2t47607000
mgraves@h-jinc.com
www.h-jinc.com

Milgard Windows & Doors ............................ 2
aoo 645 4273
www.milgard.com

Peacock Pavers .............. 3
8002642072
www.peacockpavers.com

Marvin Windows and Doors ..................... IBC
888 537 7828
info@marvin.com
www.marvinwindows.com

u HUNT & JOINER, INC.
Consulting Structural Engineers

lnnovative Structural Engineering
Solutions For Over 50 Years

.- REGTsTERED rN nr-r- 48 coNTINENTAL sTATES-

Dallas: (214)760-7000 rrvwrw.h-jinc.com
Austin: (512) 358-8788 800-464-3170

o
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ASchulerShook

schulershook.com

Chicago
Minneapolis

Dallas

Yonx METAL Enanlc^AroRs, lNc.
Custom Ornamental Railing Systems

Stainless - Aluminum - Brass - Glass

Creative custom fabricated
ornamental railings for over

50 years. W
www.yorkmetal.com - 800.255.4703 - Oklahoma City, OK
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Whatabuilding!

/fu#tsr::iffi,
and mined for diamonds in South America.
He bought an airplane and learned to fly so he

could visit his various business ventures scattered

throughout the hemisphere.

But what Dobson is best known for is found-
ing Whataburger.

'fhe first Whataburger opened in Corpus
Christi in 1950, and the chain soon expanded
to other locations in Texas and beyond. The
first stands were prel'abricated steel boxes with
small signs on top. They worked fine from a

functional standpoint, but in order to make
thcm more visiblc to passing motorists Dobson
needed a better building.

Working withJohn M. Olscn, AIA, a local
Corpus Christi architect, Dobson imagined a

tall, vertical structure. It would be strong, built
of welded steel and skinned in corrugated metal
like the buildings he had built during the war.

Shaped like a giant letter A, its sloping walls
would brace the structure against the wind. This
'A-frame" would contain the kitchen and air-
conditioned seating, with storaee located above.

It would be set toward the rear of the site with a
long shade canopy extending toward the street.

It would all be painted in alternating bands of
white and international orange -just like han-
gars and radio towers Dobson saw around the
airports he was flying in and out oL

Although Whataburger continued to grow
as a franchise, the iconic A-frame design would
eventually be phased out, as local codes began to
limit the height of fast-food restaurants. Newer
Whataburgers still relerence the steep gable and
bold color scheme of the original design.

A handlul of original Whataburger A-frames
do still exist. They act as powerful reminders
ofwhat a strong vision and good architecture
togethcr can do.

Brantley Hightower, AlA, is founder of Hiworks in San

Antonio and author of "The Courthouses of Central

Texas."

by Brantley Hightower, AIA

This Whataburger in

Mesquite is one of on[t

a hanQful remaining in

t h e di s tinc tiu e A - frame

fitpolog. A longer uersion

of this article appeared

in Hightoruer's podcast,

"The Works."
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